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Young Wild West After the Trail ·Thieves
I .

OR, ARIETTA~S ROUND UP
By AN OLD 3COUT
CHAPTER !.-"Hands Up!"

you

folks are, bu.t I feel as if
"I don't know who
I oughter tell you somethin'," said Sheriff John
Grover, of Boulder ,County, Colorado, as he halted
before a party of riders one morning, a few years
ago, when there was much les~ of law and order
prevailing in that part of the country than at
present.
The party of riders number d just eight. Two
were boys almost grown to men;_one was a man of
thirty· two were girls; one a young woman, and
the la~ two were typical Chinamen. All were
well mounted, while a couple of pack-horses carrying a camping outfit and supplies accompanied
them. There surely was something about the
members of the party that was bound to atttact
more than ordinary attention. With the exception
of the two Chinamen, all were attired in fancy
hunting and riding costumes, gay colors shpwing
just enough to make it very pleasing to the eye.
But when we state that they were Young Wild
West, the Champion Deadshot of the West, and
his friends, who traveled with him on his adventurous horseback trips in search of excitement,
as well as the chance to assist in civilizing the
wild parts of the then "Wild West," no fu r ther
description of 'them will be necessary. Seated
upon the back of his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, his
long, light chestnut hair _hanging over his shoul~ders, and his sombrero tipped well back upon his
head, Young Wild West surely made the picture
of•a ·r eal dashing boy hem of the Wild West. As
he listened to what the sheriff said, a smile showed
upon his handso:rrte face, and instead of being sur prised, •he simply answered:
"I suppose you are going to tell us that it will
be.dangerous for us to travel this trail, stranger?"
"That's jest it, young feller. I'm John Grover,
an' I'm sheriff of this here county. I reckon when
I give advice it must come putty straight, 'cause I
generally knows what's _goin' on in my county.
The fact is that ther e's a gang of mighty sm~t
scoundrels workin' along the trail all the way
from Windy Flat to Boulder. I've been doin' my
best to ketch 'em for over three months, an' I'm
willin' to admit that I ain't made much headway
yet. But I'll git 'em after a while or resign my
job. Now then, I happened to be comin' along
this way when I noticed you folks ridin' up. It

sorter struck me that there bein' two boys an'
som'l gals among you, that you wouldn't have
much of a chance if the T1·ail Thieves, as they~
are called, happened to spy yer. There's a big
bunch of 'em jest how many I don't know. Another thing struck me was that by the looks of
yer you seem to be kinder prosperous, which
means that you might have more or less money
with yer. The Trail Thieves would think the same
way, an' they sartinly wouldn't let you go by with.
out holdin' you up if they happened to see yer."
"So I suppose you're going to advise us to go
back to Boulder?" the boy asked, in his cool and
,!
easy way.
"Thats' just what I'm g6in' to advise, young
·
feller."
"Much obliged to you for your advice, sheriff.
But the fact is we have already heard that it's
dangerous to proceed along the Windy Flat Trail.
I might add that after hearing about the Trail
Thieves, we made up our minds that we wou1d
ride over to Windy Flat, anyhow. The fact is
that I would be pleased to meet this 'gang if for
nothing more than to see how they act."
"Thunder!·" the sheriff exclaimed, looking at
the ~oy as if he thought he might be poking fun
at him. "What are you tryin' to git at, kid?
Didn't I tell you I was the sheriff of Boulder
County?"
"I b!=)lieve you said something-- like that. But
that's all right. When I tell you that we've met
gangs just as dangerous, if not more sot than the
Trail Thieves you're speaking of, I'll oe giving
you nothing but the truth."
"Pshaw! Stop your foolin', kid," and t he sheriff shifted qis seat in the saddle a ·little and
frowned.
"Say, sheriff," and the boy smiled more than
ever, "did you ever hear of Young Wild West?"
"Did I ever hear of Young Wild West? I
reckon I have. But I ain't never seen him."
"Well, you're looking 11traight at him now. I'm
Young Wild West."
"Great ginger! I thought you wl!,s a much
older fellow than you are. But say, yon ain't
lyin' to me, are you?"
. "Not in the least. I'll just introduce you to my
companions, if you have no objections."
"Objections! Well, I reckon not. Go ahead.
kid."

'
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"Well, this ge]ltlem~n here with the long black so they could sell out what they had an' go back
hair and mustache is Cheyenne Charlie, and the to Kansas. Why, the -blamed thieves didn't leave
boy riding behind him is Jim Dart. They are my any more than enough clothes for 'em to wear an'
partners, you know."
be decent, an' they even took the mules an' wagon,
"Yes, I've heard tell of 'em," and the sheriff makin' 'em foot it back to Windy Flat."
•
opened wi~e his eyes as he gave a nod. .
"A pretty bad lot, I reckon," and the young
.
. "All right, then. Now then, the ladies will deadshot shook 'his head.
come. . This young lady is •Miss Arietta Murdock,
"Bad lot! I should think so. Why, Jack Pearand the lady at the side of Cheyenne Charlie is son is s'posed to be .about the smartest scoundrel
his wife Anna. The other is Miss Eloise Gard- what ever made a hold-up.''
ner. Some day she may be Mrs. Jim Dart, yoi.
"Can't say that I ever heard of Jack Pearson."
know," and the boy laughed lightly.
"I have, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"And it's more than likely that Miss Arietta "About -three years ago a feller was .tellin' me
Murdock will some day be Mrs. Young Wild about a galoot named Jack Pearson what was
West," Jim Dart answered, bound to get back at s!posed to have come · from Australia, or some
his dashing young leader.
.
other out-of-the-way place. He had been . the
"Pshaw!" and the sheriff now dismounted, act- leader of a gang of robbers down that way, and
ing as if he .was somewhat uneasy.
he come to the United States to try an• show
"Hold on a minute, shetiff," the roung dead- others , what was followin' his trade· what he
shot called out, not noticing what his boy ·part- knowed about the g ame. I didnt' pay much atner had said. "There are two more in the party." tention to it at the time, but I'm blamed su1·e the
"You mean the two heathens, I s'pose."
name was Jack Pearson."
. "Exactly. I mustn't forgat -to introduce them.
"You have got it .jest right, Cheyenne," the
-That one on the left, who looks as innocent as sheriff declared, nodding his head. "That's the
a. piece· of Dutch cheese, is ~op Wah, the c~ever sum an' substance of the story. Jack Pear!!on
Chinee. He is known for his wonderful sleight- has been in this country a little over three years,
of-hand ·p erformance and his practical joking. an' he's put two years of that time in prison. 'But ··
Maybe you have heard of him, too."
he's out ag'in now, an' he's makin' himself putty
"Yes, I've heard of Hop Wah all right," and well known. Sorry that he happened to strike
the sheriff acted as if he felt that he ough,t to down this way to do business on the Windy Flat
make some sort of an apology.
Trail. It's makin' a whole lot of work for me, an•
.
·
"All right, then. The other heathen is Hop's if it keeps goin' on I'll have to resign my job an'
brother, Wing. He is our cook, and ·a right good let somebody else take it."
one he is, too. Now then, I reckon you 1rnow us
The man shook his hel1od sadly, showing plainly
all."
that, he realized the task he had ahead of him
The sheriff of Boulder County looked them all was no easy cine. It was a bright, sunshiny mornover again, and then nodding his head in a sol- ing in the fall of the· year. Young Wild West
emn way, he pu~ out his hand and said:
.
and his friends were not more than two miles out
"Shake, Young Wild West! I may have made of . the · confines of Boulder, which at . that time
a mistake in advisin' yer not to ride over this trail was nothing more than a hustling mining camp.
afore but it don't seem right to let you do it, es- The long trail ahead of them wound its way-over
peciaily when you have got the ladies with yer. the mountains, running in anything but a straight
I believe I've heard considerable about all of yer, fashion. The country was wild in the extreme,
when I come to tltink of it. The gals knows how and as the party sat there in the saddle, no matto handle riil.es an' revolvers, don't they?"
ter which way they might look, th~y could- see
"A little bit. I rather think Arietta could nothing what suggested that anyone was living
hold her own in a shooting match with anyone who tliere beside themselves and the ·sheriff. The trail
happened to come along,"
·
showed signs of being traveled a great deal, and
·
"But not with you, though."
it was, too, for it happened that Windy Flat, the
"I don)t know about that. I'.ve been rather mining camp thirty miles from Boulder; had
• lucky when I've been in some shooting matches. sprung up quickly, because a couple of prospecI have generally managed to pull out ahead." '
tors had struck it rich there. It was necessary
"Yes, I know a ll about that. You beat the, to transport all supplies and other things by the
champion of Wyoming, didn't you?"
way of Boulder, and Windy Flat was really what
"Something like that, I reckon. But it wasn't might be called a jumping-off place, for beyond
at shooting at just a plain target. Lots can hit it there lay a deep canyon that could not be
a bull's-eye as well as i can, and at any distance. crossed without going miles either to the north or
Mayse I have acquired the ability to make diffi- south.
cult shots. That's why I have got a little the best
"Well, sheriff," Young Wild West said, in his
of most of them."
· cqol and easy way, after they had conver.sed a
"Well, by ginger! I never thought that you little further on the subject, "I suppose you simwas Young Wild West, an' that these we1·e your ply took a ride out of town to look around a bit.
pards an' the gals an' two Chinamen what gen- Aren't you afraid the Trail Thieves might get
erally travels with yer. But I would have stopped you?"
yer jest the same an' give yer the same advice if I . "I wouldn't turn and run awa y from the whole
had known it, 'cause from what information I've bunch of 'em," John G_rover ansmred, his eyes
picked: up in the last two or three days, the Trail flashing. "I'm somewhat on the shoot myself, my
Thieves is ready for business. Why, only yester- boy, though, of course, I ain't· nothin'_ like you. ,
day they held up an old man what was drivin' a I've got about a dozen men around somewhere. I
team of m11les with his wife an' daughter in the sent 'em out at daylight this mornin'. What I'm
wagon, an' what household goods they had. They tryin' to do is to find out where this gang hides.
was lea.via' Windy Flat- on their way to Boulder, They must hide somewhere, you know, 'cause

,,
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when\ve git aftel'

'em: good an' hot there ain't nt>
signs 6f 'em to be found on the trail, an' .t hen th!al
very· nex.t day we'll hear ·o f a hold-up bein' m.a de.
That meims that they've . got a place whf!re they
Jiang out along the trail somewhere."
"Undoubtedly, sheriff'."
"Sometimes the hold-ups are made wh~n the
gang is on foot, an' that sorter makes me think
that their hidin'-place ain't very fat away at the
time."
,
.
"Is it at the same place every time they m ke
their hold-ups on foot?"
"It has been at .the same place three times
now."
"Where is that pl:;tce?" and the boy showeii
more interest than ever.
"jest about five miles from here."
'
.,Oh! l)o yo1,1 · mind riding that far with \ls,
0

3

· place where them thr~ hol!f-ups took place, right
about in the centre of this here cut.'.'
"A niighty fine place · for it to' be· done, I suppose, especially for the Trail Thieves," was the
reply. "Well, come on. Let's go· to the exact
spot, as near as you can show it to us. vVe'll take
our chances on being. held up and robbed." ·
Then the boy nodded td his pa1·tners and the
girls, and each of them promptly drew a revolver.
The "'!;heriff, seeing this, pulled his own gu_n, and
guiding his hors(;! with his left hand, he ~ontinued
on in the lead until they were just about half
. way through the de:fj.le:;
. "Here yer are," he said, pointing upen the
_ ground. "This is jest about the place, from what
I've .heard."
B~fore anyone could make a reply to what he
said, a sharp report sounded within a few feet of
them. and the' sheriff's hat flew from his head.
"Hand~ up!" came the pommand fl!Om behind .a
big rock at tlle left side of the defile. "You are all
covered, and unles you obey you will be riddled by
bullets."
.

sheriff?"
•~hy, ·of ·course I don't mind. I'll show yer
right where three of the hold-ups has been made,
an' each time, if ·the report is true, the masked
gang ain't had no horses with 'em."
Grover looked keenly at the girls as he con- ~ to go }Vith the party, and when he saw .
CHAPTER II.-~ietta's Quick Action,
that none of ~em seemed to be at all disturbed,
m11ch l.ess frightened, he no doubt wondered at
their wHlingness to risk being held up and robbed
While he had been expecting that the Trail
'by a -gang of thieves. . Mounting his horse, •the Thi.eves, as they were called, would appear, Young
sheriff called out;
Wild West was hardly pi;_epared for such a thin~
"Come on. It won't take very long to cover as had just happened. The shot that sent the
that five miles, though I reckon we've got to go sheriff's hat flying .Jrom his head was quite
enough to startle all hands. But the ringing
a little slow on account of the pa.ck-horses you words meant that a dangerous situation faced
have got with you."
deadsh
"There's no .p a1·ticular hurry, is there, sheriff?" th em. However, th e young
ot_, never once
lost his coolness.
Wild :,si ed !'S milingly.
·
"I don't know .who you are," he called out, at
"Ob, no. I didn't intend to go quite as far, the same time making a motion with his hapds,
'cause I don't know w_hether my men is up that · which meant for his companions to keep perfectly
war. or not. You see, the stage-coach carryin' the quiet. "Generally when I talk with anyone, l
mall leaves Boulder at nine o'clock. It's a little like to see them. How is it that you are afraid ta
after that time now, so she must have started. · I show ·yourself?"
had an· idea that a hold-up might be made this
''Hands up!" came the command ag-ai.n.
mornin'· an' .that's why I got my men out afore
The sheriff, haying recovered so:i:i;iewhat,
daylight. There was no tellin' jest where-it might promptly raised his hands above his head.
take place, so they're scattered along putty well.
Wild was so close to his sweetheart that she
There's three good men besides the driver on the could hear the slightest) whisper he made, and he
stage, an' they've all got carbines. I reckon that quickly said:
·
if the Trail Thieves tries anything this mornin'
"We'll all hold our hands up but you girls. I
they'll git the w·o rst of it."
am going to leave it to you to get us out of this
"It would seem that way. But let's ·ride ahead mess."
and ~t to the place where the three hold-ups have
Then the boy raised his hands. Cheyenne
been made by the masked outlaws on foot."
• Charlie and Jim Dart,. no sooner saw him. do it
Then Young Wild West nodded to his partners than they did likewise, and then the two Chinaand the girfs, and "they all set out at an easy can- . men raised t'1eirs.
·
te1 along the trail, the sheriff leading the way,
"There you are!" Wild said, in his cool and easy
All hatl'ds kept talking and laughing just as if way. "Now perhaps you'll come out and show
there was no such thing a,s danger, and the sher- yourselves."
,
'
iff occasionally looked at them and then shook his
"A mighty cool kid, I should say," a voice said
llead as if he could not quite understand it. It from behind a big roek, and then footsteps soundwas seldom that he had anything to say, and
ed and a man of medium size wearing a . black
when he did it was to caution them. They were mask and holding a revolver in either hand apnot very long, in covering the five miles, for th~ · peared.
·
trail. was quite a good one to follow, and only a
"How are you, Jack Pearson?" Wild called out,
few sharp hills caused them anything like .delay. just as coolly as if he was addressing· an old acAt 1ength when they came to .a defile that mui;t quai.ntance he had suddenly met.
');ave continuett ,on for perhaps a couple of hun"Pretty well just now, l lreckon. How are you,
llred yards, with the rocky sides almost perpen- kid?" came the retort, with a •rin·g of sarcasm in
llicular, the sheriff · suddenly brought his horse the voice.
.
_
to a halt and waited for the others to come up.
"Oh, I've been in -wo:i-,s e fixes than this, so• 1
"Now then, Young Wild West," he said, point-, am not worrying a w_h ole lot," the voung dead.,_ i*.-,-,iiuht. ahP.arl t.h,-nnO'h t.hP. .nP.filP.. "therP.'s the
shot. s:airl. ·,
_.,.
.

l

•

,
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"Is that so? Well, I reckon yoll'll worry more
"C<?me, sheriff, you may lower your right hand
before it will be less. I suppose my friend, the and hand me over what money you have gQt,"
'
sheriff of Boulder County, undertook to escort Jack Pearson said coolly.
you through the defile. Am I right or am 1
This seemed to suggest something to the girl.
As quick as a flash her revolver flew in the air
wrong?"
Then he turned and looked sharply at the sher- directly on a fine with Pearson's slouch hat.
Actually the girl took no aim. She
iff, who, with a very white face, sat upon the Crack!
back of his horse, his hands as high as he could merely pointed her revolver as if she were indicating a: distant object, with her index fi,nger. But
hold theni above his head.
"You have got us dead to rights, Jack .Pear- in almost exactly the same manner as the sheriff's
son," came the reply, in a voice that trembied hat h a d left his . hea d, the masked outlaw's went
slightly. "But I ain't the one as to beg for mercy. flying to the ground.
The sudden shock was quite enough to disconIt makes no difference whether you're jest goin'
to rob us or kill us. Go ahead with your game." cert the Trail Thieves standing so close to those
"Oh, I certainly don't want to kill any of you, on horseback,. and by the time they realized that
though I honestly believe I would have g\ven the their lea der's hat had b een shot from his head by
word for the men to shoot _you all .dead • if you one of the girls in the party, Young Wild West
hadn't obeyed after I told you twice to hold up and his partners · dropped their hands and pulled
your bands. Of course, 1 don't mean the beauti- their guns. Even Hop Wah was able to jerk from
ful young ladies," .and then the masked villain under his coat the big, old-fashioned six-shooter
,
he always carried. Unlike the rest of them. he
turned and nodded at the girls.
H e had no doubt thought he had everything his began firing. Bang, bang, bang! Three shots
own way, but he was certainly much mistakeh, for rang out in Quiel< succession, and as many streaks
Arietta had succeeded in drawing her revolver, of colored fire blazed into the faces of the now
and · she was now holding it under a fold in her astounded hold,-up men. As. if by magic the situation had reversed itself. and Youri~ Wild West
.
dress.
"Come on, boys," the ~asked villain called out, and his friends were nqw in full co:i'ltrol.
"Drop your guns," Young- Wild West called
without taking his eyes from those before him.
• "Let's make a quick fob of this. The stage-coach out commandingly, his eyes flashing- with deadly
will be along nresently, and we have got ·that to earnestness.
Thud! Jack Pearson let one of his fall inattend to, too."
Then from behind the rocks six men, all masked stantly, and .then he tried to dodge around behind
the sheriff's horse. But John Grover proved
in a f ashion similar to their lead~r, appeared.
"Sorry I brought you as far as this," the sheriff' himself of ·great. value .iust then, for he. struck
said, shaking his head rather sadly as he looked out with his clenched fist and caught the villain
behind the ear, sending him sprawling upon th<at the young deadshot.
"Oh, that's all right," was the reply. "We are ground.
"Drop your guns!·" the boy called out again,
always looking for something in the way of adventure and excitement, and this seems to be a for none of the others had as yet obeyed. All
little that way. We'll have s.omething to talk but one of them did so immediately. Crack! ·The
about later,_ on. It isn't everyone who has the young deadshot's rev-0lver cracked. and the gun
chance to be held up by a crowd of masked men." that was still being h eld by one of the men flew
"Kid," and the leader of the masked gang from his hand, for the bullet had hit it squarely.
"Et," our. hero Raid. in his cool P"ri easy way,
showed genuine surprise as he gazed-sharply at
the young deadshot, "you're either the biggest "dismount and pick up the guns. While you ar~
piece of bluffing human fl esh I ever seen, or else at it see if they have any more about them. If.
·
so t nke ch11 rge of them."
you ain't afraid of anything."
"You can put it- any way you like, Jack Pear- ,., "All right, Wild," his brave sweetheart .anson. But I told you before that I have been hi swered, a nd -then she leane<l lightly to the ground
worse fixes than this. and I'll tell you so again, and coolly went about it just as if it was only
a very ordinary thing she was doing.
EO you will be Slll:e to remember it."
Meanwhile Jack Pearson was lying where he
"All right. Maybe you have, and maybe you
haven't. Anyhow, I haven't .got the time to argue had ;fallen. He had let go his hold upon the other
the ·question with you. We'll, go ahead and settle nevolver however. so that he was not ready to do
with you folk!! an' let you go on. I ; eclfon I'll any shooting. When he saw the girl start _to pick
begin with the sheriff. I rath 0 r like you, anyway, up the weapons his men had dropped, he sudand that's why I' shot h1s hat from his head. I denly made a dive squa.rely under the sheriff's
didn't think the bullet would knock it off, though horse and succeeded in reaching a rock be.fore ·he
I aimed to do it, shootin' it right along at one side could be fired upon by Young Wild West's part- .
ners. But he was upon the °!iide of the- defile opof the band. Ha, ha, ha!"
Then he coolly stepped over to where the b~re- posite to that which he had suddenly appeared
headed man was sitting _in the saddle, while the from, and this meant that he had no chance to
other six .simply kept the re.st of the party cov-· get back into his retreat unless it happened to be
ered with their revolvers. Arietta had been doing upon that side which. as Wild always said, might
a lot of thinking in the past few seconds. She be the case. Cheyenne Charlie leaped from the
knew she would be able to shoot at least one, and back of his horse and started after the villai~
perhaps two, of the masked scoundrels, but she -But he haa no sooner got behind the IOCks where
was afraid to do such a thing. . She waited. to he. had-disappeared than he found hi:mself face tocatch Wild's eye,- and just then she did. She face with what.i.eemed to be a solid wall of rock
knew what the glance me~~. ·-She ~ust.do some~ :_and earth. Faint sounds came to his ears, h:owthing; · but julJt •.what that somethinir was: muat.· evM, and:: be- knew- the villain was...,dolllg" 1:tome
scrambling close-by to g_et away. Charlie :tan -a
come without thought_ .

•
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a few feet, but saw nothing that lo6lced like an this gang do,wn the moment the sheriff' Informed·
opening large enough to conceal a little child, us that it was located ·along the trail. .But I cermuch ·less a full-grown man.
tainly didn't think we were going to start right
· "Great gimlets!' 1 he called out. "The sneakin' in."
coyote js goin' to git away, I reckon. I don't see
Just then the rumbling of wheels came to their
ears, and all hands knew that the stage-coach .was
·
n.othin' of him, Wild."
·"Never mind," came the cool reply. "We'll coming. So -far none of the prisoners had offered
. take •charge of the rest of the gang, and ook to say a wor d, but now one of them tuTned his
after the leader later on. Just come back here face toward the young deadshot and said:
,and lend a .hand. I want them all tied with <me
"You neednt' think Y.OU have got the whole
gang, young feller. There's more than twenty
lariat."
Astounded at his failure to catch the f!Scaping belongin' to Jack Pearson'.s band, an' you k;n bet
villain, the scout quickly came back. Arietta had.. that they'll .git square with yer for what you have
succeeded in .taking all their weapons from theH, done. Jack'~ got away, an' that means that none
and they stood there acting very much as if they of us will ever be -put in :prison, 'cause you won't
·
were more confused than frightened. Without git us far enough to do it."
being told any further what to do, the scout went
"All right, then. If we :find we can't ge.t _amay
to his horse, and taking the coiled rope from with you we'.ll shoot y,ou;. and let you lie along the
where it was hanging at the horn of his saddte, trail," the young deadshot -answered coolly. "How
he promptly began to tie the ha_nds of one of the does that strike you, my fine fellow?" ·
-prisoners. Jim came to his assh;tance, and soon
' "l'hat's only bluff. Jest 'cause _you .got the best
the whole six were taken care of.
. of us through ·what the gal done, tlon't mean that .
"Now then, Char:tie," 'the young dead shot said, you're a whole lot."
''You shet .up," Cheyenne Charlie retorted
"just remoYe the masks. Or wait, it's nearly time
for · the 1:,tage-coach to come -along. Suppose wt . sharply. "Jest open your mouth ag'in an' I'll try
stay here until it arrives, .and then give them a my .hand at shootin'. I'll ·see if I can't .' knock off
chance to see the faces of those fellows .as .the that piece of blaek cloth --you hiwe got over your
face. I might do it, an' then ag'in I might kill
masks are taken off."
•
,
'
'
" "Of all i:he -things I -ever heard or ever seen, or yer."
-ever expect to. see, this is the. greatest!" Sheriff
That.. was. quite .enough to .silence -t he .fellow; and
' Grover- exclaimed, as he .·r.ode his . horse up to with the rest he- stood waiting until the stagewhere· the young deadshot -was still sitting upon coach came in sight. The. moment· it did so the
the back of his sorrel stallion Spitfire.
driver reined in his horses with remarkable quick"Just found the use of your tongue, eh, sher- ness. The group, sta~ding in the trail were not
iff?" the boy asked laughingly.
. ,/
more than two hundred feet ahead of him, and
·'It sorter seems that way, don't it? l did probably he thought it might be the masked Trail
think I was goin' to have fun poked at me ior the Thieves.
"Hello, he1lo !" •the sl).eriff shouted excitedly.
rest 0£ my life £or lettin' the Trail Thieves rob
me, -when I was s'posed to rid the country of 'em. "We've got six of J.ack Peiu:son's gang. . Come
·
But youltay e saved me. from· it, Yeung Wild West, · right on."
But the horse and stage w·e re coming right on,
·a n~ I'll never forget you for_it." ~
.
"Don't give me the credit oi,it, sheriff. . I reckon for even though .he had. put on, tlie brake, there .
-my' nttle -sweetheart- is the . one who is -responsible was quite a .descent there, and the- driver could
.-for it all. Did you .notice. hctw .neatly .she shot not have stopped completely if he had .tried to <io
that :fellow's hat from .his head. She did it..about so. Upon the top of the vehicle with him were
three men armed with c.arbines, and to ·say that
--.as. well as he did it for you:"
_w ere .astounded w.hen they saw the -group
. "I didn't, see her do it. I wasn't lookin' that they
of prisoners could hardly be expressing it · .
'way. 1 ·thought··it was you what done it."
· "Why, no. How could J do any she. ting when
my hands were above my head, just t he same as
yours were?"
"Well, I ·swan!"1 and he turned and looked at C~APTER III.-The Trail Thieves Meet With
Arietta in admiration,
Another Setback.
"A little thing like that doesn't a~ount to much,
sheriff," the girl said laughingly. "You see, I 1 Jack Pearson, leader of the Trail Thieves, ce;- ,
have been with WiJd and his partners long enough tainly was entitled to whatever had been said
to know pretty nearly what to do. I'll confess about his cunning, craftiness and skill in vilthat l didn't know exactly what to do just then. lainy. While he had been outwitted and tem· I had to depend upon the thought that came in my porarily beaten complet ely by a , sh~t fired by a
mind, and when I saw you were about to hand girr; he wa9 not fo e one to give up. Even when
the robber your money, it flashed into my mind he was sent to t h 2 ground by a blow from the·
to shoot his hat ,from his head, and I did it."
. sheriff's fi st, he ma na ged to keep his wits . about
• "Yes, and by doin' it you took the attention of him, and waiting· his chance, he broke from the
the :rest of the gang from u s, an' then it was easy spot and ma de h is escape, · as has already been
for us," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "Jest look recorded. But it was not far that the outlaw
at the measly coyotes," he added, pointing his fin- went. If-he had been compelled to run very far
ger at· the group who were bound together in a Che~enne Cha_rl!e would surely have caught sight
st:ring. "Too bad, though," and he shook his of him. Straight for the rocky face of the cliff
head, "that the leadei: got• away." .
~he ma:q ran, and he almost threw himself against
"We'll get him a little later, Ch,arlie," Young 1t.
Wi1d West declared. ".I made up my mind to hunt
' B1;1t i'f\stead of being sent back by the concua-
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sion, he went right ·on through, and if anyone had
The sheriff an ' his gang·?" one of t nem venbeen there at the time they would -have noticed tured, questioningly.
.
that a portion of what seemed to be solid rock
The .shel'iff was there, but it wasn't his doings.
opened and closed with remarkable quickness. ,It though he die! knock me down wlth his fist."
was simply the same old scheme that so many Agarn the four outi.aws looked at each other in
villains of Pearsons' type have concocted. There surprise. They were all outside by this time.
happened to be :in opening in the rocks, and a and, facing them, Jack Pearson shook his finger
door had been ingeniously contrived, so that it in a determined way and said:
would swing inward and shut to by means of a
" ow then, I want you fellows to listen -to· me.
spring. This door was made of boards covered We are in about as desperate a situation as · we
with .canvas and painted and sanded to make it have ever been since we've been together. What
look like the rock.
do you think of a girl being the means of jt all.
If Cheyenne Cha1·lie had taken the trouble to too? A mere chit of a girl."
pound upon the ·face of the cliff or eve?} press a . "Go ahead and tell us, Jack," one of them deupon it, he might have discovered the door. But ~ared, earnestly. . "It's all puz.zlin' the way you're
it happened that he did not, or he did not touch talkin'. Tell us all about it."
·
the right place, anyway, so Jack Pearson baffletl
"All right, I'll do it, and quickly at that, for
h~ and walked slowly through a narrow passage ·I haven't anytime to lose. We have got to try
until he reached a rather deep hollow a hundred and save the boys if we can, but we dare not
-feet from the trail. Overhead ledges projected, go out by the secret entrance. We have got to
and trees sent their limbs forward until they go through the back way and get upon the trail
almost touched in the centre, nearly shutting out again. Of course, by that time the stage-coach
the sunlight. Pearson did not seem to be at all will be along, and the~ ' probably it will be too
disturbed once he got to this place. On one side late to do anything. But we have got to try',
beneath a ledge that was not more than ten boys,• we have got t4' try." Two of the men
feet from the ground was a strip of canvas in started for the spot where the saddles were
' the form of a tent.
hanging. But the others were curious to know
Not far distant from this were the remains of all about it, an_d not until the leader moved after
a fire which had no doubt been burning that the first two did they take a step.
morning. Scattered around were various cook"A gal, you said, Jack.?-" one of them called
. iog utensils, and hanging · upon pegs driven into on~.
.
.
the crevices of the rocks were saddles and other
Yes, a g:irl. There were two boys and a man,
.articles used by horsemen, as well as some . ano_ther girl, a :1;oung wom~n and t~o Chinamen
clothing. Pearson paused in the center of the besides th~ shenff. They did_ the trick. We had
.hollow and as he looked toward the tent he t·he drop m them, but the grrl fired a shot and
frown~d -darkly
knocked my hat from my head. You can see
"All asleep, i suppose," he muttered. "Well, I'll I'~ bareh~aded, of course." ,,
just wake them and let them know -what's hapWe noticed that, I reckon.
pened" He walked to the tent and lifting a
"Well, come on. Let's get out of here and- see
eorne; of it, saw four men lying upo; blankets what can _be t1one.'.' But the men did not seem
apparently sound asleep.
to be satisfied, E;Ven thimgh they hurriedly got
"Hey there!" he called out, as he gave one of a saddle and .bridle . apiece and mo':ed over to
th
'k·ck
.
where a mass of vmes were hangmg to the
71What'~ the matter?" came -the startled reply ground. J!lCk Pearson led the way through, an4
f II
· kl
·
his h d
after walking along about twenty feet came to
as t h e e ow quic Y got upon
an s an
another hollow simib.r to the first one, but a ·
knees, and stared at Pearson.
great deal larger In this
·
b
f
"Wha t' s th e matt;er.? Wh Y, I' m l uck Y t o be horses all tied up
a num
er beo
and withweze
plenty
to eat
he~e , that's all. We j~s~ Sf,Ot the worst of i~."
fore them. Pearson pfoceeded to saddle one of.
Was ther~ any sho'otm? and the man qmckly the horses, a coal-black mare which looked to be
got upon his feet. · The other _three were, of hard~ and swift·
course, aroused by the talking,_ and, rubbing their
He was the first to m
t
d ft
1 kin
eyes, they slowly arose to their feet.
. .
.
oun , an a er oo g
"Come on out here and get awake " Pearson at }_us companions he rdde _on and wa~ soon fo_l- ·
'd , h
"J t b
' t
lowmg a narrow gully which wound its way m
sa1 , _s arp1y. , . us
ecause you were ou near1Y zigzag fa shion almost straight away from the
:all mght don t say that you have _got to sle~p trail he had just left in such a hurried and
.all day. I allowed you four to remam here while mysterious fashion. Graduall the
11 widen•e went out to hold up the stage-coac~, b~t I ed, and then the leader of the ~ang f1rn~ to the
l!llf.ely expected you wou1~ A,~~r the shootmg.
left and rode up a rather sharp ascent. Once at
there much shootm . the first man asked the top. ·a sort of path was found, and then at a
aga •
gallop he rode along, the three following him
"No, only two shots were fired, and I fired one at a short distance behind
of ..th!=)m·",
,,,
They continued on for fully a mile, and then a
"W l_ier~ s the rest of ~pe boys .
sharp turn to the left was made. They were. now
.,Pr1son~rs, I · suppos~. .
certainly •h eading toward the Windy Flat Trail.
. What! The four villams loo~ed at each other as it was called. But it must have been thal;
qtuckly, and then all turned their gaze upo~ the the trail veered sharply at the end of the narrow
face of Pearson.
.
pass, for they were compelled to ride another
"Yes, I ,am po~itive they are prisoners, and it mile before they came to it. When they dNI
wasn't the stage-coach people , who took them come in sight of it, they- all halted, and thea
prisoners, either."
after listening for a co·uple of minutes anl
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hearing nothi~g, Pearson shook his head and
said:
"Too late. The stage-coach has passed."
"How do you know, Jack?" one of them asked .
"Well, they had an almost straight route with
good traveling, and, it has taken us fifteen min·utes to get he1·e after we sta1·ted."
"But s'pose it didn't go right on?"
"That's the only hope. Come on, we'll see."
Through the bushes they rode, and then down a
little bank and away upon the trail.
"She ain't gone;" one of the men declared.
"There ain't no fresh tracks here."
"I reckon you're right," the leader answe1·ed,
a s he dismounted and made a close examinat ion
of the ground. "Come on. We'll go about a hundred yards further along and then we'll have a
good chance at them. It's a pretty sure thing
that the sheriff will take the prisoners back to
Boulder, though." The face of the villain fell
as he said this, and he appeared undecided as
.
to how he should act.
"Jack, tell us about it, anyhow," one of them
said, getting up close to him and acting with
no little eagerness.
"All ·right, then. Just be quiet and I'll do it
in a mighty few words." Then he proceeded to
relate everything that had happened, not forfour men listened
getting a single detail. T
in amazement as the recital we_nt on ,and when
he paused as he was about finishing, one of them
shook his head and said: •
"Ain't you got no idea who them people are,
Jack?"
"Why should I have an idea as to who they
are?"
"By the way they acted, I'll bet that it was
Young Wild West an' his pards, an' the gals
what goes around with 'em sometimes."
"Young Wild West?" Jack Pearson asked,
slowly elevating his brows and thinking· hard.
''Why, it seems to me I've heard that name
i;omewhere."
"I've heard the name lots of times, an' I've
beards lots of what Young Wild West an' his
pards has done. You kin bet all you're worth,
Jack, that it was them. You thought you had
'em dead to rights, an' the gal -fooled yer. She
fired a shot· an' knocked your hat from your
head. That's what you got for not makin' the
gals hold up their hands, too. You might have
kn-Owed that, 'caust why would they be ridin'
around with the sheriff if they was afraid of 'anything?" Pearson -shrugged his shoulders. It
was evident that the man's wor\;ls cut him pretty
hard.
"I've been a fool, boys!" he exclaimed. "But
just wait. I outwitted them and got away. They
nave got six of our men, leaving only five of us.
· What we must do now is to see to it that the
six are given their llbe:rty. It won't be the first
time we have done a thipg like that. You remember four months ago up near Cheyenne
when they had two of the boys in jail and how
we got them out."
"I remember that all right, Jack, 'cause I
happened to be one of 'em," came from the
stoutest man of the four. ·
"That's right, Jake. You were one of them,
I believe. Well, if we could do that much up
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near Cheyenne, I reckon we can do it down here
.
near Boulder."
"We kin try putty hard, anyhow," Jake an_
. swered.
"Tell me what you have heard about this fellow you call Young Wild West?" the leader said,
after a rather lengthy pause. "I b,elieve you said •
you knew a lot about him, Rixson."
"Ain't never seen him, Jack, but I heard lots
about him when I was down in Silver City . last
year."
"You'1·e sure he's only a ooy "
"Yes, deau sartin of that. That is what made it
seem all the more strange to· think that a boy
could dQ the things they said he could do. He's
the Champion Deadshot of the whole West, so
they say, an' he don't know what it is to be
afraid of anything. Quicker than lightnin', an'
with spunk enough for ten men, he sails into .a
fight like a · tornado, never losin' his head an'
. always winnin', or leastwise, that's what they
say he does. I listened to a lot of talk about
him, an' I picked up .enough of it, which I've remembered, to make me feel dead sartin, that
. this .here crowd what was with the sheriff is
Young Wild West an' his pards an' the gals. I
believe you said there was a couple of heathens
·with 'em."
"Yes, ther e were, and they held up their hands,
too, when I told them."
"Well, it's the same kid, then, 'cluse that's the
way I heard it. · One of the gals is Young Wild
West's sweetheart, or whatever you might call
her, an' she ain't afraid of nothin', either. She
must have been the one what clipped your hat
·
from your head."
"She was the one, undoubtedly," and Pearson ·
. gave a nocl, while his eye~ flashed dangerously.
"Just let me lay eyes on her and I'll make her
sorry for what she did," he added. ·
''You was a little lame in lettin' the sheriff
knock you down, though, wasn't you, Jack?" the
•
man called Jake asked.
"A little lame! How could I help it? I was
doing my best to get away, wasn't I? But that's
all right. I shot at his hat that time just to
make him scared. The next time I'll shoot at
his h,eart, and they'll have to get a new sheriff."
They kept on talking in this way, listening now
and then for the sound of the stage-coach wheels.
But the sounds did not come, and after waiting
~or a full half hour they began wondering what
-it meant. Pearson went upon the trail and
examined it agairi. But there was nothing there
to show that either horses or wagon whefls had
gone over the ground recently.
"I know what's the mat~r," he said, finally,
as he came back and shook his head rather sadly
"They have turned back to Boulder and hav~
taken t~e boys with them. It's going to be a
hard thmg to do now. The jail in Boulder is a
pretty strong one, as you, fellows know. Once
they get the boys there, I don't know how we're
going to get 'em out."
"Never mind, Jack. ,;we'll find a way _someWhat are yon goin' to
how," Jake declared .
do now?"
"I don't know whl;it to do unless we ride on
to the · pass. Maybe the outfit will come alona.,.
yet."
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"All right.
Goin' to wear our masks, of
course?"
"Certainly." As yet the villains had not put
the black masks over their faces, but they now
did so, the leader setting the example. ThE;n
mounting· their horses they st_arted at a walk m
the direction of the defile, wluch must have been
a good mile away. At almost every tum they
would come to a halt and peer ahead. But there
were no signs of any one approaching.
At
length they came to the defile, and just as they
were abo
to make a urn so they could have
a pre.tty good view further on, _the sounds of
galloping hoofs and the rumblmg of wheels
came to their ears.
"Here comes the stage-coach now!" . Pearson
exclaimed reining in his ho-rse quickly and turning to th~ _left. "Behind the _rock~, boys. Even
if the sheriff has got away with six of our men,
we'll have a little satisfaction by holding. up the
outfit:' Now then, get ready. This time it's got
to be a case· of shoot to kill, for you can bet
that they'll be well prepared for an attack.'
With wonderful quickne$s the villains got behind the rocks that happened to be there as if
for that very purpose. Nearer came the sounds
of the · approaching stage-coach, and a minute
later the leaders appeared at the end of the
defile. Then the whole thing came into view,
the driver and his three xp.en on the top armed
with carbines.
"Halt!" As the sharp comm~nd rang out Jack
Pearson forced his black steed from behind a
rock and stopped directly in front of the stagecoach horses.
"Hands up.!" he added, as the dr_iver sw:u,ng t:11,e
leaders sharply to the left to avoid runrung . him
down, at the same time putting on the brake.
Out rode Pearson's four companions, their revolvers pointed at the men on the top of the
stage.
Crack! A sharp report sounded as a puff of
smoke came from one of the windows of the
coach, an, throwing up hi's hands, one of the
villains fell from the back of his horse.
Crack! Another report sounded and a second
qid the same thing. Then Jack ~earson fired a
shot wildly and gave up the job. 'He turned his
horse and got behind some rocks and went galloping away like the wind. It happend that Jake
and Rixson were the two who had escaped being
shot at. Their companions had been a little ahead
of them, and when the shooting started from
the stage-coach window they saw to it that they
got out of danger.
Back behind ' the rocks they went again, but
foµnd themselves h&mmed in. A cheer went up
frbm those inside the coach, ~nd then the three
men on the top began shooting rapidly with
their carbines.
But thev were actually shooting at nothing,
. . for they could not see the three who had beat a
retreat. 'l'wo were lying upon the ground, and
their horses had started back through the defile.
But ·the guards on the top of the vehicle seemed
to think it necessary to keep on shooting, and
they · almost emptied the magazines of their
weapons before the stopped.
1
Then the driver cracked his whip and , away
went the hor$es on a dead run, the stage-coach

bounding and rockin~ furiou sly as it fairly flew
over the trail.
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Gets After Pearson
Young Wild West was morn · t han pleased
when the stage-coach came to a halt .
"Go ahead and explain matter s, sheriff," he
said, nodding to the chief official of the county.
"I reckon I will," was the quick r eply, and
then hoiding uJ) his hand for silence, Sheriff
Grover proceeded to tell the astonished occupants
of the stage-coach of what had happened. Many
questions were asked, and he was gla d· to answer them. He wound up his sto1·y by pointing
at Arietta and saying.
"There's the gal what saved the day. The
minute she fired the shot Young- Wild West an'
his pards got right down to busmess, an' there's
only one bad thing about it, which is that Jack
Pearson got away." There were three · passengers inside the vehicle, all of them appearing to
be brave men.
They got out, and after shaking hands with
our hero -and his companions, a§i well as with
the sheriff, they proceeded to question the
prisoners. But it , was little or nothing they
could get from the six Trail Thieves. They
seemed to feel that there was no chance for
them, yet they were sullen and would not talk.
The three guards did not take the trouble to get
down from the top of the stagecoach.They seemed t o regard themselves above the
ordinary, and now and then one of ·them would
say something that would make it appear· as ii
it was not such a wonderful thing that had happened, af ter all.
.
"We've only been wishin' that we could git
a chance at 'em," one of them declared. ·"It's
too bad you folks happened to ,git here ahead of
us.''
.
·'What do you think you would have dorre if
you had been here an' they had come out in
the same?" Cheyenne Charlie a sked, looliing at
. him somewhat sneeringly.
"What would I have done, str anger'! Why, I
would have shot Jack Pearson dead."
"I don't think s o. You talk like a big bluffer,
an' I don't mind tellin' you right -to your face .''
"I do, eh?" and the man pu.t down his carbine
and made a move as if he was going to drop
to the ground.
•
"Keep still, Smith," the oriver said, pushing
him back. "What's the use of talkin' that way?
You know blamed well that you wouldn 't have
done a thing. You heard the sheriff t ell afl about
it. Them fellei-s had the drop on 'em from behind
the rocks, an' they couldnlt see 'em. They had
to hold up their hands, too. You would have
done the same thing."
"I would, eh? Jest let me git down there an'
I'll make that tall galoot understand that I ain't
no duffer .''
"If you ain't a duffer you're a mighty big
bluffer," the scout retorted.
Wild did not say a word, for he had already
sized up the three men on the top of the coach,
and he felt that neither of them would amount
to a great deal in a hold-up, even if they--Were
well armed. Smith, as he' was called, made an-
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other move to get clown, and ' the driver tried to
stop him again.
.
"Why don't ym(let him git down?" the sheriff
asked. "He· seems to be lookin' for trouble, an' I
:reckon Cheyenne Charlie kin mighty soon tame
him."
·
· "Go ahead an' git down, then, Smith," and. as
the driver said this he gave him a push which
caused him to lose his balance so he had to leap
• to the · ground. The moqient he landed Charlie
was standing before him.
· "No'w then I reckon you had better show
whether' you'r~ bluffin' or not. You have said a
whole lot now, an' the most of it means that you
think it wasn't nothin' great what we done. This
gal here " pointing to Arietta, "shot the hat from
Jack Pe~rson's head, and that give us the chance
to turn the tables on 'em. If you don't think that
amounted to much, jest say so."
·
"Oh I ain't sayin' it don't amount to much,"
Smith'answered, wilting right away. "I was only
sayin' what I would have done if I had been here
instead of you folks."
'"I 1,now what you would have done, you sneakin' coyote. You would have chucked up your.hand~
an' yelled for 'em not to shoot you. I kin tell
that by the looks of you an' the way you have been
actin' an' talkin'.
ow then, if you don't want
a punch on the end of your nose, you git back on
the top of that old outfit an' do it in a hurry."
"Smith, are you goin' to take that?" one of the
.other guards called out from the top of the stage.
This .so angered Charlie ·t hat he leaped _over
and, catching the man by the ankle, ga-ye him a
pull that brought him to the ground.
"M'aybe you want to take somethin', ~oo," he
said as ~ gave him a yank'and brought him upon
his back. "I'll tell vou what I'll do. I'll jest lick
the pair of you fellers, 'ilh' if the other one feels
that way, I'll take him, too."
.
"! ain't feeling that way," came from the man
who had been left on his perch. "Smith an' Dave
is makin' fools of themselves."
,
Smiith now stepped back close to the coach and
made a move as if to pull a revolver. He had
left•his carbine on the top of the vehicle, and he
now seemed to depend upon his other shooting
iron.
"Feel like usin' that one, eh?" Charlie said, as he slowly reached out-,,vith his left hand.
"Hold on," came the quick reply. "You're
forcin' me to do it, an' if I shoot you I'll only be
sorry for it."
"You shoot me!" .
This was a little too .much for Cheyenne Charlie for it was evident that he did not believe the
m~n was capable of ' shooting anyorle. His left
band shot forwa_rd, ._and ~e ·caught_ the !ellow's :right arm in a vise-bke grip. A quick slmg and
he sent him stag~er_ing against the horses. One
of ~hem begi:n kickmg, '.1-nd the res.ult _w as that
Snnth got hoisted from his feet, landmg m a heap ;
upon the ground.
"Driver, are you the boss of this outfit?" Young
Wild West asked, as he looked at the man on the
1,ox.

·

"I'm s'posed to be,'! was the reply.
"All right I reckon you had better tell these
fellows to get back on their perch. · If you take
JOY advice, you'll let the owners of the stage-coach
Bne. know what sort of fellows they are, and the
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next time you start to make a tlrip you had better
leave them behind. l doubt-- very much if they
would prove of any vaule to you if Jack Pearson
and his gang happened to appear before you."
"I don't think much of 'em, either, to tell tlic
truth, but they was hired by one of the bosses, an'
it wasn't nothin1 to me."
"All right. But let me tell you one thing, and
I honestly believe it. If you had come along here
ahead of us and had been halted the same as we
were, I doubt very much if you would get away
without being relieved of everything of ·value you
had with you. Certainly we would never have
managed it SQ nicely if it had not been for this
young lady here."
•
"Come on up here, an' we'll git on oar way,"
the driver said, nodding to the two guards, who
were standing and looking rather sheepish after
what had been said and done to them.
"That's it, come on up," the man ah·eady there
added. I made up my mind that it's a mighty
good thing that we didn't happen to come along
ahead of the sheriff an' Young Wild West an'
the rest of 'em. I'm now satisfied that we
wouldn't have done a thing but git robbed, an'
we. would have ·been mighty glad to· git off with
our lives."
"You seem to have the right idea, my friend,"
Wild said, nodding to the fellow. "Just try and
see if you can't get these fellows into the right
way. Bluffing don't amount to much, anyhow,
and for men to hire themselves out to guard a
stage-coach from attack, and then show themselves cowards, is hardly the proper thing. It
don't pay the company to hire such fellows,
either."
Thi& must have been galling to the two cowardly fellows. But they said nothing, and promptly climbed back 'upon the top of the vehicle. When
.they h~d picked up their carbines the young deadshot nodded approvingly.
"You seem to be all right now.' Just look out
in case Jack Pearson should hold you up before
you get through to Windy Flat: It is just possible that he might do it, for I take it for granted
that he had more than six men under his command."
"He's -got as many as a dozen, an' I'm sartin
of iJ;," the sheriff declared. "But it ain't likely
they'll meet any of the gang now, n~t after what's
happened," and he gave a chuckle,. asi he nodded
towa1·d the six prisoners.
The three passengers :were so pleased ·over what
had happened t}:iat they wanted to make up a
purse and present it to Arietta for the part she
had played in capturing the Trail Thieves. But
Wild quickly caused them to change their minds.
"We appreciate it all right,'' \le added smilingly. "But the fact is that we are all pretty
w,ell fixed as far as money matters go."
"All right, but if I happen to know where you
are around Christmas time I'm goin' to send somethin' over to the gal,'' one man declared. "It will
be somethin' in the line of jewelry, too. I hope
you won't object to it, Young Wild West."
"Not in the least," the boy ans.wered laughingly.
The driver seemed to be in no particular hurry
about going ahead, and it was not until half an
hour had passed from the time the halt had been
made that he g-a1thered up the reins and bade. l'IUJ"

....
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friends and the sheriff good-by. T,hen the longlashed whip cracked and the outfit •proceeded on.
"Now then, sheriff, I suppose you are going to
get the prisoners to Boulder a s quickly as pos- ·
sible."
"That\; jest what I want to do," was the reply.
"I hope you'll go back with me, 'cause I might
have a litt le trouble in handlin' the six of 'em
alone."
"Well, .there's no need of the whole lot of us
going back. so I'll let Charlie and Jim Dart go
with you.• It's not very far from h_e re, and the
rest of us can easily wait until you come back. Go
ahead."
Charlie and Jim were both satisfied- to the arrangement, t so a couple of minute:, later ' the six
, prisoners were baing mar ched along on foot, the
i;;heri:ff leading them with the end of the lariat
that was attached to them, and the two riding behind to keep 1them · going. Know!ng that they
wo.uld have n wait of at least an hou r , the young
deadshot looked about for rnm e place where they
might remain, so in case the leader of h e Trail
Thieves should happen to come back they would
not be observed by hini.
There appeared to be no place in the' defile to do
this, so he decided to go back to the commenl!ement of it and remain there. Giving the word to
the two Chinamen, and nodding to the girls, the
young deadshot mounted Spitfire and soon they
wer 2 goirg back, following the direction the sheriff and r.'s two partners had taken with the prisoners. There was a fine place for them to hide
themselves from any one who might be passing
by right a t the right side of the trail, so they
rod e int o it and dismounted.
"Now then, girls," our hero s:- id, nodding to his
female C(Jmpanions, "I reckon you can make up
your minds to take it easy until Charlie and Jim
get back. I am going to go through .the defile on
foot, ,for I have an .idea that Ja~!, Pear son might
show up near the place where we were held up."
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild," Hop Wah
spoke up, pleadingly.
.
"All -right, I reckon you can if you want .to. The
chances are -that the girls will not be di sturbed,
anyhow, for if the villain does show up it will
hardly be from a.round here. He dis~p_eared in
some mysterious -fashion, and Charlie did not take
time to make an examination of the place where
he saw him, last. That's what I want to do now."
The boy, followed by the clever Chinee, at once
started at a walk along the trail through the narrow place. He had not covered more than a hundred yards when the distant sounds of shoofing
came to their ears.
"Whattee lat, Misler Wild?" the Chinaman exclaimed, as he looked sharply ahead.
"Somebody shooting, Hop," was the cool retort.
"It strikes me that the stage-coach has been attacked."
"Velly stlange, Misler Wild."
"Not so very strange. The leader . of the gang
got away, you know."
"Whattee you do, Misler Wild?"
The boy had come to a stop. He was undecided
whether to go back and get his horse or proceed
on foot. There had been as many as twenty shots
fired, it seemed, but listen as he might, he could
hear no more.
·
- "Hop," Wild said, "I reckon· we'll go ahead on -

foot. I have no idea what the shooting was about,
but it has stopped, anyhow. Probably those thre:?
fellows on top of the stage-coach might have been
practicing a little as they were going along,"
The Chinaman gave a nod, showing that he wa,;
in full accord with what the boy said, and then
followed him on through the defile. Just as they
got within about' a hundred feet of the very s1nt
where they had been held up, the clatter of hoofs
sounded clo1,~ at hand. A horseman was approaching, and, cl).tching the Chinaman by the •
arm, Young Wild West pusned him . to the left
sharply and forced him to drop behind a rock:
He·, of course, , hid himself from view at t\\,2
same time, and he was not a second too ·quick iu
doing it, fo'r around a be:nd cau,e Jack Pearson.
the black mask co'Vering his face. Bµt in spite of
the mask, Young Wild West easiJy 1·ecognized
him; and his revolver was raised a s he approached to halt him. But instead of riding right on past
the spot where the boy and China~nan were wait_ing, Pearson suddenly took A sharp turn to the
r ight, a nd, descending a little bank, disappeared
from view.
"Great ·ginger!" exclaimed Young Wild West,
in a whisper, as he. shot a glanee at Hop Wah,
"That fellow has fooled us, Hop. He went in ex•
actly the same place that he did when he got
away from us after the sheriff had knocked him
down. Mighty strange where he went to."
.
"Velly muchee stlange, Misler Wild," the Chinaman answered, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"But it won't be so verv strange a"ter we dis-·
cove1, where he went; and you ca •1 bet all you' re
worth that we're going to do that."
"Lat light, Mi sler Wild. We find ee outtee velly
muchee quickee."
·
The two were just a bout to venture f :cm their'
place of concealment when more hoof-beats were
heard. Back they got b~;nd the 1·ocks, and then
in a f ew seconds the two villa ins who had escaped
afte1· t ying to hold tip the stage-coach appeared
in view. Wild warned Hop to keep perfectly still,
and :c,s he crouched there and saw the two turn up
the little hill and disappear exactly as Pearson
had done, h~ gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Now then, Hop," he whispered, "we'll wait a
few minutes longer, and then if •no more come ·
al.o ng we'll find out where they went to."

CHAPTER V.-What "Jim, the Gambler," _Did.
Jack Pearson was feeling in anything but a
pleasant frame of mind, even though he succeeded
in getting away from the stage-coach he had manag2d t9 stop. He went galloping through· the de-.
file, bent. upon reaching the hiding l)lace of the
band, and scarcely thinking_of the four men who
had been with him. He had seen one of them
shot down, and he was quite certain that al\Qther
had got the same dose.
·
That meant that be had better get aw:ay, and
get a way he did. When he left the trail and ascended the bank he did not have. to go more. than
twenty feet before he came to the secret door.
Reaching out with his left hand, he gave it a
push and the horse went on through, permitting·
the door to close instantly. Pearson did not dismount until he reached the camp in the hollow,
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migh't y glad of it, too. You seen what happened
and when he did so he looked back in a
before you :got away, didn't y_ou ?"
_ way.
.
drop."
"Things are certainly going badly," he mutter,- ,, Yes, I saw Manning the same thing. Both of
ed,, wjth a-shake of the head. "It's all because this , "Well, Tucker done
em got shot dead. It was time fo:i:. us to light
boy, Young Wild West, has got after me. But I
wasn't it?"
won't bl beaten by a boy. I can't help it if six out,
"I rather think so."
have been captured and four more have been shot,
"You're mighty thankful that you got away
I a~ going to win out. Happily I ca.n go to BoulJake asked
der and not be recognize d. There I am known as alive, ain't you, Jack?" to get a~ay somehow. "
;:oh, I always mana:ge
Jim, the gambler. I must o off at once and arYes, I kno~ you do. Wh~t are you goin' to do
rapge to liberate my men, for it's a pretty sure
meant to go to
thing tha.t the sheriff has taken them there to put now? It sartinly looks as if you
them .in .ja.il, and quite likely Young Wild West Boulder."
"That's just what I mean to do. I am going by
and his companio ns have gone with .him. I'll go
suppose I'll have to do it
out by the other way. It's a little longer, but it the back way, too. I d?
to let you two fellows go
will look a whole lot better for me •to ride into al?ne, for it will n~ver
g might turn out wron'g if I
Boulder from a direction other than the Windy with me. Somethin
did. It always does, it seems."
Flat Trail."
he
Ja½e and- Rixson were just as well satisfie9 to
thoughts,
Having' relieved· himself of these
though they did not say
seemed to feel better, and, dismounti ng, permitted reman~ where th~y were,
anything of his plans,
the horses to stand while he proceeded to make a so. Without tellingtothem
do, any more than that he
change in his appearanc e. H4!: was not long in ?r what he hoped
men who had been made
finding a . suit of clothes that looked entirely dif- in~ended to free the ,sixBoulder,
Pearson mounted
ferent to the one he had been wearing, and once P!lsoners and taken-to
on through the narrow space
he had donned it he gazed at himself in a small ~1s horse a!!~ ~ode hollow.
Then instead of going
)~king-g lass he took from a shelving rock, and into the adJ01mng left the gully,
he turned to the
1? the left_ after he
gave a nod of satisfacti on.
further on, and after continuin g
little
a
right
he
beard,"
black
this
off
get
to
"Now then,
along a very roc½y stretch of gi·ound, he came to
said, as he picked up a basin and ran to a 'trick- a sort of path which led in a direction that was alwater.
with
it
filled
partly
and
~ing stream near by
, ·
most parallel with the Whidy Flat Trail.
Having done this, he began soaking the beard
miles that he had to ride in
three
barely
was
It
might
this
do
him
seeing
one
with the water. Any
order to reach the outskirts of the. little mining
have thought he was making preparati ons for a town,
and when at length the shanties and other
for
long
-too
was
beard
the
shave, though really
came in sight, he gave a nod of satisbuil<:Iings
scissors
a
with
clipped
that, and should have been
he was riding the same horse he usuAs
faction.
shave.
to
going
not
was
first. But Jack Pearson
him when he appeared at Boulder
with
had
ally
a
was
whi.ch
beard,
He was simply soaking the
safe, so striking up the rathe;
perfectlr
felt
hE:
his
to
it
held
that
stuff
false one, so the adhesive
was about the only one in the
which
street,
wide
removed.
be
to
it
face would soften and permit
to a halt before the principal
came
soon
he
place,
he
when
that
was
One thing about the villain
a crowd gathered there
quite
was
There
saloon.
and
,
effectively
quite
disguise_d himself he did it
be talking about th~
must
they
thought
he
and
beard
false
the
of
there was never any danger
had made through
s)1eriff
the
capture
l
wonderfu
a
like
there
falling : off accidenta lly, for it stuck
and his friends.
West
Wild
Young
of
agency
the
after
then
leech. But he finally removed it, and
prisoners had
the
for
c~se,
the
not
:was
such
But
the
in
looked
giving his face a good wash he again
quickly
gambler,
the
Jim,
Then
arr~ved.
yet
not
gamthe
Jim,
glass and decided that he was now'
d 1t. They had been without horses, and
understoo
bler.
had ~ad a rather long walk, especially for six
"This is the first time I've been over at Boulder men tied ~os_e ly t?gether. Several of the men who
. in a couple of weeks," be muttered, "and I want were talking excitedly over a little disturban ce
to be sure to make myself look exactly as I did t~at _had occurred a short time before greeted the
the last time. This is the same suit of clothes l v1l_lain warmly., and one invited him to have a
wo're, and -since no one has seen my face w'hile I d_rink. ):lu; Pearson quickly declined the invita-:
have been doing business on the trail, I reckon hon, cla1mmg that he had to see a certain man
it's ·au right."
who lived at the outskirts of the town along a
·
Just then he discovere d that he was not the only trail that led to Windy Flat.
He
rode
one :who had come back to the hidden retreat.
he
as
exclaimed
villain
"By jingo!" the
had been so busy that he had not heard the away at a gallop. "Why didn't I think of it besounds made by the two men as -they entered the fore? I might have known that they could hardly
secret passage. They now came through leading have got here ahead of me. .Maybe something has
thei,:i; horses, for it seemed that they might be fol- happened , anyway. I hope the boys have managed
lo",'.ed 'by those who had attacked them so fiercely to get the best of them."
from the stage-coach'..
It happened that there natl been considera ble
·. "Hello, Jack!" the man called Jake said, looking de~ay in getting the prisoners along the trail. In
just
'leader
the
saw
he
s6thew_h at pleased when
spite of the fact that Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
:tin,ishirig his preparati ons to make himself repre- ~art had even threatene d to shoot them if they
sent ~im, the gambler.
d,!d not hurry, the ~Trail Thieves had kept Jag"~o you're here, eh?" Pearj'ion said, as if he ging. Then on_e of them exasperat ed the sheriff
was- somewha t !3urprised.
so much that h~ fired a shot, intending to hit tl'ie
",Yes, we're here Cap," . Rixson .answered , be- ground :r:iear his fe~t to hurry him along, but
fore J-ake could speak again, "an' I reckon we're grazed his anlke with the bullet ~nstead. Tha
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outlaw made it appear that he was hurt a gr.eat.,
"What do y9u mean, Jim?" the sheriff gasped.
deal worse than he was, and this caused the de"Just what I say. Just hand your gun here.''
· lay of nearly half an hour.
"I-I--"
"Never mind now. Do as 1 say. I'd just as
Cheyenne Charlie fixed up the wound, and when
he declared that everything was all right and that leave shoot you as not. You have made a mistake.
the man must keep O)) at a stiff walk, they set These men are not the Trail Thieves, and they
out again. The result was that they at length don't belong to Jack Pearson's gang, either.
came in plain view of Boulder, and 'Cheyenne You're trying to work a game to make the people
_Charlie arid Jim, thinking that everything was all of the county believe that you':re a very smart
right, decided to go back and join Wild and the sheriff. But it's no go, Grover. Hand that g.n
girls. The sheriff assured lhem that he would be here."
able to land the prisoners at the jail, for he had
There was nothing to do but to obey, so the
. less tha,n a quar ter of a mile to go with them now. sheriff reluctantly handed over his gun.
"It'_s all irght," he said. "You tell 1;"0-qng Wild
"Now then, you have got a sharp knife there,"
West that I ain't gbin' to git done thankin' him the villainous leader of the Trail Thieves went on.
an' "you fellers for what's been done. I ain't for- "Just cut that rope and let those fellows go."
gittin' the gal, either . She's the main one of the
"I ain't made no mistake. They're the Trail
whole thing. I'll j est let out a yell in a minute or Thieves all right," persist ed the sheriff.
•
so ag'in' an' I'll have a dozen or more inen run"You lie, and you know it. Do as I say.''
nin' toward me. to find out what's up. When they
Sheriff Grover was forc ed to cut the• rope ana
learn that I've got six of the Trail Thieves they'll liberate the prisoners. Not once did the supposed
mighty soon lend a hand. an' the galoots will be Jim, the gambler, show any recognition of ·the
hustled along an' put in the jug in -no time."
men, and they acted as if he were a total str anger
·
So Young Wild West's two partners rode on to them.
back at a gallop, for they were in ·a hurry to
"Gentlemen, a couple of you can ride on the
join their friends, and the sheriff proceeded on sheriff's horse, if you want to," the villa:n obwith the prisoners. Jim, the. gamlrler, rounded a ·served. "I reckon he won't have any need of the
bend in the trail and saw them coming. The vil- horse any longer, anyhow, for most likely the
lain could scarcely believe his eyes when he saw people in Boulder will be so disgusted with h im
that they'll string him up t o the n earest tree.''
that the sheriff was alone with the men.
The man who been slightly wounded when the
"What does this · mean!" he- exclaimed, as· he.
slackened the pace of his horse and looked very sheriff fired the shot at his feet turned, and, withmuch surprised. "There'>i Sheriff Grover and six out the least warning, dealt the sheriff a blow "in
men, and Y o\fng Wild West is nowhere to be seen. the face that sent him rolling down - a short hill.
. Then he quickly mounted the horse and rode b ack
I can't quite understand this."
trail at a trot. Jim the gambler, a;, he
But look as he. might, he could see nothing of - over the
himself, noddE'! d approvingly, and then moany one else, so letting his horse go ahead at a . called
tioned for the rest to run for their lives, while
walk, he quickly met the sheriff.
·
"Hello, sheriff!" he called out, in his natural he :went trotting along in the same direction.
Meanwhile, the sheriff bumped his head against
voice, which was the way he always spoke when
a stone as h e rolled down the bank . .and became
he was posing as Jim, the gambler.
· "Helio, Jim!" came the reply. "Quite a stranger unconscious. It was p erhaps five minutes befo:ce
came to. and when he did so he found half a
around these parts. What do you think. of this he
dozen men bending over him. They had seen that
bunch I've got with me?"
. something was wrong, and had come to find J1Ut .
"What have you been doing?" and Pearson what it was.
halted directly before· him.
"Boys," Grover exclaimed, excitedly. "I had
"Gittin' some of the Trail Tliieves, that's all.
'em, but Jim, the.gambler, took me by surprise an'
It's about time I corralled' em. ain't it?"
"Well, I should say so. How did you do it, made me let 'em go."
"Who did you have?" oite of them asked.
single-handed?"
"Six of the Trail Thieves. Young- Wild West
"Oh, J\O. I didn't do it, anyhow. I may a s well helped
me git 'em, an' his_two pards come all the
tell the truth about it. I was jest showin' a few way -here,
helping me to land 'etn in the· jug. I
people ·! met where some of the hold-ups had been told 'em there
wasn't no use in going' any further,
made, an' out popped Jack Pearson an' these 'cause I seen some
of you, an' I thought it was all
here six fellers all wearin' masks. They had us right:'
·
,
dead to rights, but a gal in the party was smart
"What are you givin' us, sheriff?" one of the
enough _to change things around so we got the
.. best of 'em. Say, Jim, it was Young Wild West men said, sneeringly.
"I'm tellin' the truth."
an' his friends what done the trick. ·Jest git
"Tryin' to fool us an' make out he's awfuL
around behind this bunch of cattle an' stir 'em up
smart," another said. "Come on, let's git back to
a little. I'm anxious-to git 'em in the jug."
· Pearson. looked over his shoulder. He could see our work.''
In spite of anything the sheriff said, , none of
a number of men who wexe working not more than
three hundreds away looking curiously toward them "'.ould believe that he had. been leading six
them. But that made no difference to him. Bent of the Trail 'l'hieves to the jail. Neither ·would.
upon giving his men their liberty as soon as pos- they listen to his story about the interference of
sible, he quickly drew his gun, and,_pusbing it to , Jim, the .gaip.bler. WithQut his horse the ·sheriff'
within .an inch of the sheriff's ·nose, he exclaimed: • could do · nothjng, so relu.c tantly be , followed • the
~'.Grove~; Just turn_this bunch the other way. I'll · men in. to ·Boulder .. there to· be made the subject:
of ridicule bf the inhabi'tants.
take charge of them, and.you, too.'~
0
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' roundabout way for Boulder. Wild knew. it
the
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Gets Two More of the was quite ✓ likely that more of the villains might
arrive, $0 he decided to · attend to the two men
Gang.
without delay. Evidently they had no fea1· that
Young Wild West and !{op ~ah w~ited_j~st they would be discovered in the secret hiding
about ten minutes before leavmg their h1dmg place, for .they were not looking toward the pdsplace at the side of the-trail. Then satisfied .that sage at all. Wild knew it would be impossible to.
no more of the Trail -Thieves were going to show spring upon them without being seen ·first,' ·so he
up right away, the young deadshot stepped out decided to let them know of his presence.
and made his way across the trail and up the
Without saying a word, or giving a sign to the
bank. The Chinaman was close at his heels, and clever Chinee, the young deadshot stepped softly
once they got close to th~perpendicular wall of from the mouth of the passage and walked
rock, both came to a halt and looked sharply at • straight toward the two men. He was within
it.
about fifteen feet of them before they became
· "Well, Hop," the young deadshot said, in a whis- aware of-his presence. But it was too late for them
per, as he nodded to his companion, "there's no to do anything, for the young deadshot was point- " place right here where they could <have hidden ing a revolver at them, and the determined look
themselves as far as I ·:can see."
that shone frbm his eyes was quite enough to con- -:. "Lat light, Misler Wild. Maybe ley go up lat . vince them that they had better submit.
way/' and -he J>Ointed to the ight.
·
· "Young Wild West!" gasped Rixson, his face
-"No, they didn't go that way. Jf they had we turning as white: as a ..sheet.
/
would'.hav.e .seen them, for that ·big rock couldn't _ ., "Right you are," Wild answered, in his cool and
have concealed them _more than a. second or two at easy wa,y. "I wasn't sure you .vould know me,."
the' -most. They, went behind it, and -that's the . Jake attempted to move toward a big rock that
la-st we saw -of them. Now the thing to do is to . was close at hand.
, .find out where· they are."
"Stay right where you -are," came the command.
- "Lat .Jight, ..Misler Wild. Maybe we findee ~m ' "I don.'t want to -shoot any of you feHows if I can
door, so be."
_ h_e lp it. I w;mt to take _you alive."
·· ;,That's Jt exactly, Hop. While. thiii ·looks to be
"Lat light, .Misler Wild. We allee -:samee· takee
•--BOlid~k; tne:r:e -m ay.he a ;seer.et door .somewhere. , .a.ltve,'-' Ho:p spoke up ·from .behind tile yound deadW eJmve..;struck .such .things before:"
·
:shot, _and •then he ..valked ·forw.ard just as if he
l<l>lerity timee, Misler/ Wild.'. '· -. :.
'
regarded the two outlaWl:! as~amounting to noth'The-:young deadshot now began making an ex- ing.
amination of. the rock.y face · of the cliff. He keJ;>t
Jake thought better of it, so he resumed his sit, feeling as he walked along, now and then pushing, , ting position on the ground and looked at the ·boy
but when he had gone twenty or thirty feet there_ before him -.expectantly.
·
was nothing to indicate that his suspicions were
"My friend," Wild said, a smile showing on his
anything like corre:ct. ..However, .he was ,bound to . }la-ndsome face, "no doubt yo11,,would like to ge.t'befi,nd , the. secret door, .and five ,!·e et _furthe_r on hie · -hind that rock and then have a chance to shoot at
discovered it .so. suddenly_that ,t .caused..h1m -so~e ~ me. :But- I am not going ·to let you do it. I have
surprise. While ~he _do?r was so arranged that ~t got you both -dead t'o rights, and you can bet
would OJ>!!n: readily 1f-. it. was :suddenly P!essed, it • "that· I'll--t/lke care. of-you. I am·glau to inform you
. r.eally required. some li_ttle_force. In- lea1;1m~ down that six 'of your gang are on the way, to jail irr
to make -a cioii -ex3JI!-I1;lat10n .of a portion of the • .Boulder. Before the day is·ov.er youttwo will join
rock that looked i.-usp~cwus; 1Jle boY:s; ~"?ow :;came -> ~them there•. But~say, -wh.ere.i's -.J;ack; Pearson. · I
in forcible -contact Wlth the door, ·and 1£ yielde_d .ani sure .he -came·in nere·:ahead -of you two."
at once.
_
.
.
.
'The boy had · been keeping a sharp watch '
"By~jingo!" ~he boy e:l':cla~~d, ma whisper, !ls around, for he thought pos·s ibly tliat the leader of
he nodded to his compamon. We have str~ck .it, the gang might open fire 'from some place of' ·
Hop." _
.
concealment. Yet the actions of' the two men when
. "Lat light, Misler Wild. Whattee we do .now?" he first saw them made it appear as 'if they were "Why, go in, of course. I reckon this must be the only ones there:
a cave." .
.
.
"Come," he went on, nodding- to the surprised
'J'.he _Chmaman :nodded, and then wi th out any villains. "Tell me where Jack Pearson is."
th
hesitation the dar~ng young deadshot ~orced
e
"He· left here a little while ago," Rixson exdoor and stepped mto the pass~ge, 'Yh1ch led on plained.
,
through _to the camp of the Trail Thieves. When
"Left he-re I He didn't come out by the way he
he saw it was but a narrow passage and not a
t d ,,
-cave, the hoy was slightly surprised, but he knew en..ere ·
,
. .
, _ ,,
for a certainty that Jack Pearson. and two of his
"No, there.~ anot:tier _Wl!-Y to git m an out.
men had gone that way a short time before, and
Oh-, I see.
.
. ,_
.,,,
this meant that quite likely they were· somewhere
"You're Young Wild West, amt you. Rixson
. close at hand. Stealthily the boy walked along, not a sked, after a pause.
1
making the least sound. Hop Wah followed him
'Why, I thought you knew that."
in the same manner, and, reaching the end of the
"Well, I jest guessed it."
_
passage, they paused and took a look at what was
"Is that so? Well, I to~d -;;ou I was Young Wild
before them.
Wsst. Now what about it?
•
,.
There was the camp all right, and sitting on the
"You have got us dead to rights, an' you have
ground talking earnestly were Jake and Rixson, . sent the sheriff over to_ Boulder with six of our
the two men who had been left there but a few boys. That makes it look putty bad for us, don't
minutes before by their leader when he set out by it?"

.,.._

I
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"I should be inclined to think that way if. I Jake remained sullen and silent. , Wild thought
were you."
for -a moment, and then decided to take the, pris"Couldn't you manage to let me go?"
oners from the place. But he wanted to leave the
"Not very well."
impression, should any more of them come tliere,
"What's the matter with you, Rixson?" Jake that they had gone of their own free will.
spoke' up, sharply. "Gittin' chicken-hearted, ain't
"Say," he said, nodding to Rixson, "just show
yer?"
,
me where your horse is, and also the one the
"You kin call it that way if you want to. But othe11 fellow is in the habit of riding."
I've heard enough about Young Wild West to
"They're out there," and Rixson nodded. his
know putty well that we don't stand no show. head•toward the inclosure at the other side of the
He's got us, an' that's all there is to it. Most bank.
likely he come up this way jest to gobble up the . "Come on and show them to me."
Trail Thieves."
Willingly e'n ough the villain accompanied him
"You're mistaken about that," Wild answered. · to the place, and he ' quickly made him understand
"·We never heard tell of such a gang as the Trail which of the two horses had been used by them
Thieves until we got up this way. But;'' he went when they came into the hidi~g place. Wild was
on, with a satisfied shake of his head, "we always not long in saddling the two steeds, while Rix!,on
take great pleasure in running down such gangs. stood there watching him. As tht! boy started to
I'm very glad we managed to get as many as six lead them out he nodded for the villain to go on
of your cr'owd right op the jump. But I don't ahead, which he promptly did.
quite believe you when · you say that Jack Pear"Say, Young Wild West," he said, as they got
son went away from here just befq_re we arrived." into the camp again, "I think you're a putty good
"Nothin' kin be gained by me lyin' to you, feller. You could let me go, couldn't you?"
Young Wild West," Rixson declared. ·"He went
"Certainly I could, but I am not going to."
out by the other way, an' I don't mind sayin' that
"All right, then. I may as well make up my
he was goin' to see ii he couldn't git the six men mind that I'm done for."
. ·
away from the sheriff."
"Something like that, I 1·eckon. You're one of
"Well, maybe you're telling the truth. It doesn't the Trail Thieves, as the gang is called, and that
matter much whether you are or not. Hop, just means that a long term in prison is staring you
step up and disarm these fellows. Then tie their in the face. That's a whole lot better than dying,
though, I think."
hands."
"Allee light, Misler-Wild," and the clever Chinee
"I don't think so."
promptly hurried to them.
"Oh, yes, yo_u do. You're only talking that way
He went though their pockets quickly enough, now. But come on. I'm going to help you get on
but failed to find anything in the way of weapons, the back of your horse. Which one is yours?"
"The roan."
so he c.o ntented himself with taking their revolvers froin them. . Looking around, the clever
"All right, then. No• just step up and put your
Chinee quickly discovered the rope · he needed, foot in the stirrup."
and then with deft fingers he tied .their h;mds be.Rixson obeyed promptly enough, and Wild gave
hind them.
·
• him a boost and landed him astride of the animal,
. "Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild," 'he said,
"Now, Hop," the young deadshot said, no(l.ding
when he had finished the job.
to the C~inaman, "just pass a rope underneath
. "All right, just stay here and watch them while .and tie his .ankles . so he can't fall off. He can't
Llook around a bit.
·
·
use his-hands, so something mignt happen·to him
The boy th'fl went on around the little hollow, if the horse happened to shys at something sudand finally paused at the place where the horses denly."
were kept. He quickly convinced himself that
The Chinaman nodded and quickly did as he was
Jack Pearson had 1·ea1ly left the place by that told. Then he turned to Jake and bade him step
way. Then he came back, and, pausing before the up to the other horse.
two prisoners, he said:
"If you're goin' to take me- you'll have to lift
''Now then, I want to ask you something. What me on the horse. You kin bet I ain't goin' away
was all the shooting · about before you fellows from here of my own free will!" the villl:\-'in exclaimed, doggedly.
'
came th.rough the pass?"
·
·
"The three men on top of the stage-coach was
"Allee light. Me makee you changee you mind,
doin' about all the shootin' though there was a so be," and then Hop pulled his big pistol and
couple of shots fired by the passengers," Rixson leveled it straight at ths villain's heart.
answered, promptly.
.•
"You would not shoot a man when he's got his
"Oh, you fellows stopped the stage-coach, then?" hands tied, would you, heathen!"
·
/
"Velly muchee quickee."
·
"Yes, that's ,right. I may as well admit it."
"Well, I'll git on the horse, then." .,
"Got the worse of it, too, I suppose."
Hop ,laughed and put away the _pistol. It was
"A whole lot the worst of it. Two of our men
with no little reluctance, however, that Jake pergot shot dead." .
· "By the men with the carbines on top of the mitted his foot to be put in the stirrup. Then
·both Wild and Hop assisted him to the saddle.
stage, I suppose?"
"Oh, no. They was afraid to shoot, I reckon.
His ankles' were tied the same as Rixon's, and
'The passengers done it. Them three fellers only then they were ready to leave the place. Wild
shot at the rocks after us two an' Pearson got . took Jake's horse by the bridle, and Hop perout of sight."
·
formed a like service for Rixson's, and then they
"Just about as much as they could do, I reckon," led them on through the passage until they came
and the boy looked at Hop and, smiled. '
to the c:leverly con"stru.c ted secret door. It was
Rixson was in the humor to tell all he knew, but necessary to pull it open, but there was a handle
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attached to it for that purpose, so out they went
easily ElJ}ough, Wild permitting it to close as he
passed outside.
"Now then, I reckon we'll go back and give the'
girls a surprise, Hop," the young deadshot said,
as he reached the trail and led Rixson's horse a~
fast as it could walk.
·
"Velly muchee suplise, Misler Wild," came the
reply.
It did not take them very long before they came
to the end of the defile. Then Arietta, who had
heard them coming, suddenly appeared, and, with
a nod of surprise .and satisfaction, she exclaimed:
"Two more, eh, \,Vild?"
"That's right, little girl. Thi s makes eight now.
We just missed getting the leader, too. I am son:y
we were not a little. quicker.
·"But how did you manage to get these fellows?
We didn't hear any ..shooting."
"We didn't have to shoot to get them, Et. We
simply went right into their hiding place. and
·took them by surprise."
Then the boy related the whole circumstance,
while the girls listened in a_m azement and delight.
"Quite a round-up we have made so far, Wild,"
the young deadshot's sweetheart observed, when
he had concluded his story.
"Yes. Not a great deal of excitement about it, ·
either."
"Oh, yes, there was. When we first met the
Trail Thieves there was plenty of excitement. I
know I did some g-reat thinking in a short time."
The boy nodded and smiled approvingly at his
sweetheart. With his companions he had started
to ride over to· Windy Flat, the mining · camp
which was thirty miles from Boulder. They had
not covered more than two or three miles when
they met the sheriff. and then ·a short distance
fur'ther on the had come in contact with the Trail
Thieves. He was undecided whether to wait until
Charlie and Jim came back, or turn toward
· Boulder and join them. Since the other prisoners
had been taken there, it seemed that these two
should go to Boulder, too. He soon decided that it
would be best to go back .to Boulder and wait until t.Re following day to make the trip to the mining camp.
"Well, girls;' he said, "we may as well mount.
We'll.ride on back to Boulder."
"About the best thing to do," his sweetheart
aris,,•ered, and she quickly got into the saddle.
The two Chinamen then led out .the pack-horses,
and when Anna and Eloise had mounted their
;horses, Wild was not long in getting upon the
back of Spitfire. Then without any further delay .
they set out over the back trai1. They continued
on 'at an easy pace until they reached the exact
spot where the sheriff had met them that morning, and then hearing the clatter of hoofs, they
looked down the trail and were not long in seeing
Cliarlie and Jim riding at a gallop toward them.
As the two came up and saw them they showed
considerable surprise, especially when they .discovered that they h~d two prisoners with them.
"Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, as he
reined in his horse. "What does this mean? '.I'wo
-more of 'em?"
"That's it, Charlie," the young deadshot answered, in his cool and easy way. "I reckon we'll
all go back to Boulder and wait u_n til to...morrow
to ride ove·r to Windy Flat. We have ·had such
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good luck this morning that it won't matter, anyhow." ·
"Jest as you ·say, Wild."
"Did you see to it that the other prisoners were
landed safely in the jail?"
.
"Well, we didn't go all the ' way to the jail with
'em. We left the sheriff jest at the- outskirts of
the town. We could see men workin' around, an'
he said it would be all right, so we let him go with
the bunch."
"That's all right, I suppose. The sheriff will be
somewhat surprised when he sees us come in with
two more of the Trail Thieves."
Rixson and Jake were now very much dejected.
Neither of them would have a word to sa y, and
when the scout began taunting them they simply
lowered their heads and paid no attention. AU
hands now proceeded along the trail to Boulder,
and when they were within about a mile of it they
saw two horsemen coming toward them.
"Look out, Wild!" Arietta exclaimed, in a whisper, for she was right close at the young deadshot's side. "One of those fellows looks very inuch
like one of the prisoners you sent away."
"By jingo! I believe you are right."
Then without saying anything to Charlie or
Jim, Wild kept his eyes upon the two horsemen ·as
they rapidly approached. As the reader can readily judge, the- two borsemen were Jack Pearson,
alias Jim, the gambler, and the man who ha<J
tak€n possession of the sheriff's horse.

GH4,PTER VII.-Pearson Again Escapes.
Knowing that Young Wild West's two partners
had gone along the trail ahead of them, Jack
Pearson was wise enough not to ride too fast. T.he
man who had taken possession of the sheriff's
horse rode with him, while those on• foot ·came
along as fast as -they could, hot being able to keep
up with them, of course.
·
"Jack," the fellow said, when he 1ooked back
and found he could no longer see the ·other five
men, "maybe we had better slow down a ' little.
S'pose the sheriff should git another horse."
"Oh, I don't intend to keep on going very fast,
Bo}>," was the reply. "Not that I'm afraid the
sheriff will come back, for it will take him too
long to get a horse. But others might come along
and believe his story about having lost his prisoners. While I am very glad I •happened along in
time to save the lot of you from being taken to
jail, it worries me a little to think that I won't
dare to go to Boulder again. The sheriff will be
looking for me."
"Can't be helped, Jack. You done a mighty good
trick. I never seen anything like ,it. Why, it was
even better than what that boy an' gal an' the
rest of 'em done this mornin'."
Pearson shook his head as if he rather doubted
this.
.
"Never mind, Bob," as he brought his horse
down to a walk. "They say -that boy with the
long hair is- Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot, and that he's the most wonderful piece
of human flesh that was ever born. But that don't
mean that I won't get the best of him. I think I
have gone him one better now, and I mean to follow him up and settle his hash, too. I SUJ)l>()le
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he has gone all the wa y to Wil\dY Flat. I'll go to
Windy Flat, too, this very night, and I'll take the
whole crowd of you with me. · "
.
Bob kept showing that he · thoroughly ·approved
of what the leader said. They kept their horses at
a walk until they were able to see the five men
coming a quarter of a mile away.
_ .
"May as well wait for 'em, eh, J a ck?" Bob said.
"Yes, I suppose so. We might each take a man
on with us, but that would leave three to walk,
anyhow, so what's the tise? They'll .hav~ to foot it.
Three or four miles won't hurt any of them, anyhow."
They: waited until the villains came up, and
then after a short r est, during which a lot was
said by the men who had been rescued by their
leader, they started on _a gain. Pearson and Bob
1·ode on at a canter, and suddenly came in sight of
a party of riders approaching. The two r ecognized
the par ty as being Young Wild West and his
friends inst antly, but it was too late for them to
turn back. The fellow called Bob began shivering
in his boots, so to speak, and in a ti·embling voice
said: _
"We'r e in for it now, Jack."
"Keep coo.I," was the reply. "They don't know
Illil and I hardly think they will recognize you
with your mask off. Just you keep quiet and let
me do t he talking."
·
Somewhat relieved, Bob nodded, and then rode
on and halted as they came before our friends. Of
course, both did not feel very good when they saw
that t wo of, the members of the band were prisoners in charge of Young Wild West . . But bringing
all his coolness and cleverness into play, Pearson .
smiled pleasantly, and said:
"Good-morning, stranger s ! • Got a couple of
prisoners, I see."
"That's right," Young Wild West a;'lswered,. in
his cool and easy way, at the same time lookmg
at the man sharply. "We sent six of the Trail
Thieves over to Boulder with the sheriff some time
ago and now we are coming along with two more
of them. I reckon it won't be long before we'll
have the rest, if there are any left. You must
have met the sheriff."
"Yes, I met him, and we· had a little chat with
him. He's got the six fellows in jail by this time.
We offered to help him get them there, but he declined, for he only had a quarter of a mile to go,
and the j ail was actually in sight."
Wild knew that he was being watched sharply
by the man, but he was quite equal to it, and he
was not going to permit him to get the best of
him. He was now -quite sure that the other fellow
was one of the Trail 'Thieves, but he could not understand how he could be there. So far neither
Charlie nor Jim had shown that they were suspicious at all.
"A1·e you acquainted in Boulder?" Wild asked
suddenly, looking straight at the leader of the
Trail Thieves.
"A whole lot acquainted. They call me Jim,
the gambler, over there."
"Oh, I see. Who is. the man with you?"
"He? Oh, he's a friend of mine."
"I haven't the least doubt about that. But ' I
don't mind telling you that he looks very much
like one of the prisoners the sheriff had with him.
That horse looks like the one the sheriff, had, too.

At this Pearson slipped his right hand toward his
hip.
"Hold on, there!" and as quick as a flash Younc
Wild West had him covered.
"Why, what's the matter?" asked the clever villain, affecting amazement. "I was only reaching
for my handkerchief."
"All right, if that's the case go ahead and get
your handkerchief."
Looking the boy squarely in the eyes, and still
affecting the surprise, Pearson re·a ched down and
drew a handkerchief from his pocket. Wild gave
a nod, and dropped the gun back in his holster.
"I r eckon you dont' object to riding back to
Boulder with us, do you?" he asked;
"I don't know why you should ask me to do
that."
"Probably not, but I am a sking you just the
same. You don't object, do you?' '
Just a tinge of uneaf;iness was shown by the
man then, and the young deadshot knew for· a certainty that he had made no mistake in him.
"I would like you and your friend to accompany us to Boulder," the boy went on coolly. "I
just remarked that your friend resembled one
of the prisoners the sheriff brought over this way,
and that the horse he's riding .looks exactly like
the sher iff's. But I may be mistaken, so just to
satisfy me the pair of you had better go with us."
"All r ight, I begin to understand what you
mean now, young.fellow. Maybe you think that
I might be one or the prisoners, too."
"No, I am pretty slll'l!' that you are not. But
you resemble someone I met today a great deal."
"Is that so? In what way?"
"Not·by your dress or face. The fact is I didn't
see the face of the man I refer to very well, for
he ha d it covered with a black mask."
"What do you think of that, Bob?" and Pea·r son affected more surprise than ever as he turned
to his villainous companion. "He takes me to be
one of the Trail Thieves."
Bob was altogether too nervous to say anything
just then, so he merely nodded his head and
shrugged his shoulders. .
.
"Have you ever seen this man before?" the
young deadshot asked, a s he suddenly turned to
the prisoner called Rixson.
"I reckon I have," came the rather unexpected
reply. "It's Jack Pearson."
The words had hardly left his lips when Pearson dug the spurs deep into the flanks of his
horse, and the animal bounded away like a shot.
· Straight into a pile of bushes it went, and before
Wild could get a line on him with hfs revolver,
both horse and rider had disappeared. A crashing in the underbrush told plainly the direction
he was going, however, and after him went the
sorrel stallion ip a jiffy. Mea~while Cheyenne
Charlie had taken it upon himself to cover Bob.
who was too frightened to make a move to escape.
With his revolver pointed at the man's breast,
the scout rode up and took hold of the horse's
bridle.
"Jim," he said, "I reckon you had better take
the hardware from this here sneakin' coyote. He
makes one more that we've got if it don't happen
that he was one the sheriff had. Wild sorter
thinks so. But I can't believe that he is."
Jim gave a nod and lost no time in relieving ta
felloW' of his weapons. Then he produced U.
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necessary· rope, and· not only tied his hands behind him, but tied him to hi~ horse the same as
the other two prisoners. No one attempted j;o
follow Wild in his pursuit of Pearson. They
could hear the sounds made by the two horses as
they went on through the underbrush up the side
of the hill, but they could see nothing of either .
Presently the sounds ceased, and then , Jim Dart
nodded to his companions and said:
"I reckon I'll go and see how Wild is making
out. You had better st-ay here, Charlie."
"All right, Jim," was the reply, so Dart promptly rode into the bushes.
He had no difficulty in following the direction
taken by the two, for the bushes were trampled
and broken, making it a very plain trail. Jim
must have gone about a hundred yards when he
came to a comparatively open spot and saw Wild
sitting on his horse at a halt.
"Hello, Wild!" Dart called out softly.
"Hello! .Is that you,, Jim?" came the reply.
"Yes," and the boy proinptly rode forward and
4alter near him.
"He got away, Jim," the young deadshot said,
shaking his head. "I reckon I was too sure of
.him. I had two chances to drop him, but didn't
take them. I wanted him alive."
"Where did he go?"
"Oh, he swung around, and I suppose is upon
the regular trail again at the other side by this
time. I tried to cut him o.:ff when I saw the direction he was going, but this stopped me."
The boy ·pointed to the • edge of a very steep
bank which was within a few feet of him.
"I see," and Dart understoo<;i it perfectly. "You
didn't know this narrow ravine was here."
"No, I didn't. It's my fault. I should have
kept right on after him, for he was not more than
forty yards ahead of me at the time. But it's all
right," and the young deadshot nodded in a satisfied way. We'll get him later."
Knowing that it would be useless to go on
around now and follow the villain, since he was
pretty sure that he had made for the trail, Wild
rode l,>ack through the thick bushes, followed by
. Jim. When they reached the trail where the rest
we1·e in waiting, Cheyenne Charlie and the girls
showed considerable surprise at not seeing a prisoner with them. Wild quickly explained how he
had been baffled by Jack Pearson, nd then after
noticing· that the other fellow had been tied to
.
.
his horse, '1e said:
"Come on. We'll strike out for Bould.e"r now.
There's little chance of catching Pearson, for he's
so well acquainted with the country about !\ere
that he would fool us easily. We'll have to wait
to get him later."
Along the trail they rode at a sharp clip, the
two Chinamen bringing up the rear with the
pair of loaded pack-horses. ; Not a soul did they
meet on the way, and at length the town came in
sight.
"Too bad, boys," the young deadshot said, nodding his head to his partners. "The leader of the
Trail Thieves has got away from us twice now.
But I reckon we'll settle him the next time."
"The · third , time never fails, Wild," Arietta
spoke up. '\I oelieve I'll have to make it my business to round up this man. Undoubtedly there
are more of them to be looked after, and I'll get
them, too."
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"All .right, little girl," and the boy smiled, for .
he knew it was not altogether a bluff that his
sweetheart was making.
There was considerable .of a crowd in front of
the principal public place in the town, and when
Young Wild West and his companions rode up
• with the prisoners, all eyes were turned '. upon
them.
"HeJlo!" a voice shouted, and then out of the
bar-room of the hotel Sheriff Grover came run- ,
.
ning.
"How are you, sheriff?" Wild answered, as he
brought his horse to a walk and met the man, who
seemed ·to be greatly excited.
"Th~ crowd here is declarin' that they're goin'
to put me out of the office of the sheriff, Young
Wild West," the man said excitedly. "I was in
hardluck. I lost all my prisoners."
"Well, I happen to know that you lost one of
them, but here he is," and Wild turned and point•
ed to the fellow called Bob.
"Yes, that's one of 'em. How in thunder did
you git him?"
"Oh, aesily enough. Jack Pearson was with •
him, but he managed to get away, so you're not
the only one who has peen in hard luck."
"Jack Pearson was with him?" and the sheriff
looked amazed.
"Yes, or Jim, the gambler, if you want it that
way. He's the fellow who took the prisoners from
you, so I understand."
· "Great wildcats! Now I begin to understand°
it. / So Jim, the gambler, an' Jack Pearson is
one an' the same, eh? Well, no wonder! Now, by
thunder, maybe I'll make some of these fools
around here understand somethin'."
Several men had gathered about them and were
listening to what was being said. Others were
stiJl jeering and poking fun at the sheriff, and
Wild roqe through the crowd, causing them to
scatter right and left, and came to a halt directly
in front of the hotel.
"Gentlemen," he said, waving his hand, "if you
will be quiet for a moment we'll try and make yon
understand what has happened."
. Most of them ceased talking right away and
!1stened, but there were a few who kept on jeer
mg. How~:ver, Wild paid no particular attention
to them ju.st then, and in his cool and easy way
an_d in a voi~e loud en~ugh to be heard by all, h~
bnefly explained how six of the Trail Thieves had
been captured and sent to the town with the
sheriff. He went on to tell them, too, how the
man known as Jim, the gambler, had set them
fre~, and he wound up by pointing to Bob and
saying:
"Here ;you are. I reckon this fellow will verify
what I have told you."
At first Bob did not_ want to say anything, bu~
w~en Cheyenne Charlie prodded him in the ribs
with the muzzle of a revolver, he quickly stated
that what Young Wild West said was absolute! 1
true. Then Wild told them how Pearson ha·1
made his escape for the second time that da-,
and he 1>romised- them that before another a.:{y
had passed he would have him rounded up.
"It's a little disappointing," he said, as he dismounted and turned toward the hotel.· "I theught
we had eight of them after we got the other two ,
bqt it seems that we have only three. I hop;
everybody here will do all they can to a.;.si;:t tl•ti
sheriff and see to it that the three are kept in the
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jail, so they may have a fair trial when the proper
time comes."
"Oh, what's the matter?" a half-drunken man
shouted from the door of the bar-room. "Kid, ·
you're talkin' through your hat. The sheriff has
been puttin' up a bluff, an' he's got you to help •
him out. I ·don't believe a word of what you say."
"ls that so?" and the young deadshot promptly
:;tarted toward the man.
Big Gus; as he was called, made a pass at Wild
when he drew near, but suddenly seizing the bully
by the waist and grabbing his ankle, he sent the:.
fell'ow flat on his back. It was a bad fall and
1,hook the fellow up completely. It had the effect
of also sobering him up. Ife was not a vindicative
man and kn<1Wing- J:ie had met 1?-is match in Wild,
he came forward with hand outstretched and soon
a ll hands were talking as though (IOthing had
happened.

"·
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either direction, he went back, and after calling
softly for his men to come on, he took his horse
by the bridle and went on to the pass. They all
quickly followed, and then without loss of time
made their way to the secret entrance of the hiding-place. Once they got inside, all seemed to be
great.l y relieved. They now felt that they were
safe, for they had both h'orses and weapons once
more.
"Boys," the leader said; when he got them into
the little hollow, "I don't know just how it ·was
that Jake and Rixson got caught. But I suppose
they got to nosing around outside in the defile,
and were surpr ised. In one way ft serves them
r ight, for I suppose they were going to stay here
unt i) I came back. I set out for the purpose of
gettmg you f ellows awa y from the sheriff, but I
didn't t ~ink it was going to be as easy as all
tha t."
"lt would have been fine, Jack, if Bob hadn't
been caught ag'in, a n ' they hadn't got Jack an'
Rixson."
"Yes, it certainly would have been fine. But it
can't be helped. Anyhow, th eyl had six of you,
and now they only have three. · That's something."
·

CHAPTER VIII.~The Stage-Coach Is Held Up
'
Aga in.
· .' Elated at having again made his escape from
Young Wild West, Jack Pearson, alias Jim, the
. gambler, rode hurriedly_ toward the trail. It
i!.:remecvthat luck was with him, for the very mo"Where's the others?" one of the men asked,
ment he struck the ·trail he was met by the five looking around.
rhen who had been walking behind when he with
"Oh, I forgot to tell you a):>out that," and the
· tne fellow called Bob ha d been met by Young Wild _leader's face fell. "They got plugged. The passengers in the stage-coach did it."
w'est and his companions.
"Wha.t !"
· "Get to cover right away," the leader of the
Trail Thieves called out, somewhat excitedly.
Those who had heard nothing of the defeat of
He motioned . to the woods on the opposite side the gang at the hands of the passengers of the
i.>f the trail, and the fi.ve men ran that ·way with stage-coach showed great surprise.
·
r emarkable quickness. ·Pearson -permitted . them
"We ought to look after the bodies, I suppose,"
to go ahead, he looking over his shoulder almost Pearson said, after a pause.
cqntinually as if he expected to see someone pur"Maybe tonight will do," one of them ventured.
,-.u ing him. But when he had covered a distance ·'It might be that somebody will be nosin' around
of a couple of hundred yards, and was at the waitin' for us to show up."
other ·side •of a wooded hill, he decided . that every"We'll see about what's to be dohe in a little
thing was all right . . His men had paused and while. Just now I'm not in the humor to do much.
stood in a group waiting for him to come up.
I want to sit down and think. There's one thing
"Come mighty near gittin' yer, didn't they, certain, that no one knows of -this hiding place,
Jack?"
.
and that means a whole lot to us. , of course, if
"You bet they did. But Young Wild West will they kept on watching and we were going in and
never get me, never -fear about that." ·
out every now and then, they might find the se"We was jest comin' along when we seen there cret door. But they don't know it yet, and I don't
was somethfn' wrong, an' it's a mighty good thing mean to let them know it, either, if I can help it."
we didn't show ourselves. We could tell right
The villain then walked away and pro~eeded to
a way that you was in trouble, 'cause we seen that change his garments for those he had worn beboy pull a gun."
fore h& set out for Boulder. The five villains
"Lucky for you that you -didn't come any closer, who had been re~ued from -the sheriff proceeded
for without any weapons you would have stood a to .arm themselves and look after their horses.
poor show. They would have nabbed the whole While ihere was a certain gloom hanging over
bunch again."
......._them OH account of two of their number having
· "Did they git Bob?"
•
been killed, and three being prisoners of the sher"Yes, they got him. They've got Jake and Rix- iff, they bustled about and tried to make it appear
son, too."
·
that they were hopef ul of getting revenge upon
"That's too bad," and the· outlaw shook his head. those who had been responsible for the big set"Never mind. I'll get square, and with a back they had met with. Jack Pearson was nothrnngeance, too. We must get to our camp without ing if not a man who , was daring and reckless.
uE.:ay. Come. on. It's going to be quite a walk He thought for a long time, and the more he
• lo go around this way, but it can't be helped. I'll studied the situation the greater his desire for
lead the way for you."
'
revenge became. He knew the stage-coach was
. He started off, -a,nd the journey was continued due to come back late that afternoon, for only two
ant.ii they came to a bend that was within a few trips a week werP made, and these were on
ya:i;ds of the commencement of the pass. Pear- Wednesday and Saturday. Instead 9f taking two
son dismounted, and leaving his horse in the days for the •trip, the owners of the route made
bushes, made his way softly down the trail. Afte:r a ti-ip. in one day, changing horses, of course•
.-aking sure that there was no one coming from Pearson had a pretty good line on what was go-_
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~ng on at ~he mining ca~p, and while he knew it they° won't be expecting anything of the· sort, so
was hardly likely thern would be many passen- that will give us a good chance. After we've
gers or anything of great value to be obtained by stopped. the outfit and have got · 'em all dead tq
making a hold-up, he deemed it his duty to stop rights, we'll cut the traces and start the horses,
the stage-coach and put it out of business. This back toward Windy Flat. Then we'll _go ahead
would be having ·his revenge upon the company. and break up the stage-coach and make -all that's
-~'That will be a starter," he muttered, as he de- with it hoof it along after ·the horses. That will
cided to make a hold-up that very afternoon. let the company know that the Trail Thieves ain't
"Then Young Wild West and his gang come next, to be fooled with, and it will be much better than
· and after them the sheriff. I'm not going to stop if we shot two or three of them."
"But how about our two men what got killed
till I've fixed them all. I don't care how soon I
have to get away from these parts then, but. I am when the outfit was goin' over?" one of them
going to have my revenge, or die trying to get it." asked. ·
"That's all right. That was done by -passen~
He watched the men, and he knew they were
not altogether at ease. They cooked and ate the gers, and it ain't likely the same passengers will
noonday meal, and then showed signs of restless- be in the stage when it comes back. We can't
ness. Even if. a game of cards was started it blaine that to the driver or the three boobs that
would soon break up. Pearson took an hour's nap were acting as guards."
"That's so," another declared. "There ain't
a;ter eating his dinner, and when he awoke he
was just as determined to go ahead and· seek for no use in killin' an innocent man for nothin', even,
his revnge.
•, though we're in this kind of business."
"If there's any killing to . be done!" the leader
"Boys," he said, as he looked at the five who
were sitting idly about, "I've made up my mind, exclaimed, his eyes flashing, "Young Wild West
what I'm going to ,do, but, of course~ I have got and his p;:1,rds and the sheriff have got to' be 'the
victims. They are the ones we want."
to have you help me out."
1
"You kin bet your life we do," and then all of
"What is it, Jack?" one of .them asked eagerly.
"I'm mighty sartin that I'd like to do somethin'. them showed their feelings toward those merl'
Settin' here an' doin' nothin' makes me feel tioned.
When it lacked about ten minutes of the time
fidgety."
stage-coach was due to come along, J;ick Pea:rT
"Well, the first thing we'll do is to stop the the
son mounted his horse, and after putting on the ,
stage-coach and_put it out of_business. · We'll do it black
mask, nodded to his companions and started
right in the pass, too, and while we're at it we'll
ride through the narrow passage. Mounte!l
clean out the driver and the guards, as well as to
the same as he was, they followed
any passengers there might be there. Maybe and masked
and out upon the trail- they rode. They
t'here won't be any passengers, a'nd maybe there • him,
looked up and down, but could see nothing that
will. But we've got to show them that we're boss- would
indie;ite the near presence of anyone. How-.
ing the trail."
.
ever, the defile was rather crooked, and they· could
- "We kin mighty easy do that, Jack," another not see more than a hundred yards in the direcdeclared, nodding his head approvingly. "All tion of Boulder. But that was quite satisfactory
we've got to do is to hide behind the rocks and to them, so the leader turned his horse and proopen fire when the outfit comes along."
ceeded along at a walk in the other direction from
The leader gave a nod, and then proceeded to which he knew the stage must surely come. Keeptell them what he intended to do after they had ing along at a -slow walk, .the villains conversed
gained their revenge upon the owners of the in low tones, occasiona1ly looking the other way.
stage-coach line.
At length they heard the rumbling of wheels, and
"It's a pretty sure thing that Young Wi_ld We.s t then the clatter of hoofs.
and his pards will come out this way again look"She's coming; boys!" Pearson e:JEClaimed, his
ing for us," he said, "and that means that the eyes .flashing through the holes in the mask he
sheriff will come, too. He's got three of our gang, wore. "Now then, let's hurry and get to the
and he must feel now as if he's pretty sure of bend ahead ther~ . . All we have ~ot to do is te halt
getting the rest of us. They thought they had me there, · and just· as the leaders show themselve.s
twice, but they didn't. HaL ha, ha!"
we'll ride out and give the outfit the worst sur'The five men showed signs of being in better prise the~'ve eyer · had. ·of course, we all want
spirits after the little talk, and when it ~ame to be ready to shoot if they: happen to be ready
near time for them to go out and wait for the for us."
,
stag,e-coach, they went about making their prepa"They won't be ready for us, Jack," one of
rations as if they felt sure that everything · was the villains declared. "They won't think that
going their way. When they were all ready, they'll be held up twice in one day, especially
Pearson looked at his watch, and th\)n nodding to · after the sheriff gittin' six men." .
his companions, said:
All agreed with him on this, so with their nerves
"Well, we've got half an hour yet, boys. I tingling with excitement and . expectation, the
reckon we've been in a little too much of a hurry. masked villains held their revolvers in readiness
There ain't any use in going out on the trail till and waited. Nearer came the sounds made by
it's 'about time for the stage to come along. I've the approaching horses and vehicle. The stage
' been thinking it over, and it strikes me that if we was rattling along at a great rate, and the leader
could take them by surprise and make them hold of the gang smiled softly to himself as he held
U.,P their- hands it would be a whole lot better the bridle-rein of his horse , tightly. A few secthan shooting them down without letting them onds later and the two horses in the lead showed
J<now anything a}>out it. We've done the same their ·heads around a sharp curve.
thing many times before, and there isn't any rea"Come on, boys!" Pearson exclaimed, and then _
son why we can't do it now. It's pertty s11rP that he went galloping straight._down the trail.
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"Hlilt!" he called out, in a ringing tone.
It happened that there were no passengers in
the stage at all. One of the guards was on the
box with the driver, while the other two were inside taking it easy, none .of them expecting to be.
held up. The result was that the two men on thl)
box promptly thr ew up. their hands, and -two of
the Trail Thieves quickly seized the l eaders bythe bridles and brought the outfit to a halt.
"A pleasant ·surprise, eh?" Jack Pearson said;
as he rode up and peered into the stage, where
the two guards-who happened to be the ones w.ho
had been so anxious to thrash Young Wild West
were sitting, their .faces _a s pale as death.
· "What do you want, Jack Pearson?" ohe of
them asked. •
_ "I want you to hand over your guns an4 then
give me what money you have got," was the cool
.
. ~.
·
.reply.
, .' Tremblingly they did so. Neither man "'Offered·
put up .the least fight, and when .he had possessed ..himself of what he had.demanded, Pearson
nodded to them and said:
.."Now then, you can stay right there· if you

to

1\. "

.

. .

11/ie.
,, Being covered, the two on .the driver's box .had
n~ chance at .all, .SO ,P.earscn .came out and quickly
r elieved them of their guns, and also their money
and watches.
· "You can sit ,right there for a while," he said,
with a chuckle. "I'm ·going to give you a -.chance
to drive the blamed old stage. without any horses."
· Then with his own hand he unbuckled the lines·
from the ring-bolts of the bridles.
"Hold right onto· the -reins," .he said to the
driver, who had picked them up after having been
relieved of his gun and valuables." .
Then with a few strokes of a keen-edged knife,
the traces and -.0.ther parts of the harness were
·
· ·
severed.
"Boys," Pearson said, nodding- to his masked
companions, "! ,was thinking of sending the horses
back toward the Flat, but "Since they're headed
this way, it will be a whole lot better to let them
go on to Boulder. The driver will start 'em up
pretty· ·soon, -.and he'll have - the fun of .sitting
there .holding .on: the Jines .w.hile the horses are g'~
ing ahead at a gallop .. • Just get ready and bo(?st
them along a little when .he ·starts them. The1·e
ain't no hurry abo1,1t it. I rather enjoy this thing.
I have made up my mind now that the horses are
going on to Boulder, and the driver can run after
'em. The other three i,raloots will be made to turn
and hoof it back to the Flat. That sounds pretty
good, don't it?" ·
Anything of the · sort would have sodnded as
well, but the five me1;1. declared that it could not
be better. Pearson remained silent for a moment, and then just ·as he was about to give the
co~and for the driver to whip up the horses
and force them to leave the stage-coach behind, a
shrill scream sounded within t wenty feet of
them. All eyes turned that way instantly, and
a girl was seen running from them as if she was
in fear of her life. It was Arietta.

A s before, Young Wild West a rose and answered
it. This time it wa s the sheriff.
"Excuse me for interruptin' yer," the chief official of the county said, a s he stepp ed in, hat in
hand, "put I was sorter thinkin' that it might be
a good idea to take a ride over . the trail an'
sorter look for Jack Pearson an' the rest of the
gang." ·
"A mighty good idea, sheriff," the young deadshot answered. "It's rather tedious here, so I
reckon we'll go with you."
"That's the idea. I hope the gals won't be
offended for me tryin' to take you away."
"I ior one wi\l not be offended, sheriff, for I
am going with you," spoke up Arietta, promptly
rising to her feet and acting very much as. if she
meant just what she said.
...
-"You!"
' •~certainly. Don't you· think I am entitled 'to
"'take a hand in the finish .of this business with
•
the Trail Thieves?"
"Well, ! ·don't know hut what you'.re putty near.
:·
right, miss."
"I kn~ I am rig.ht. I have already told Wild
that I meant to -round UJ! this gang of outlaws.
Df course I don't expect to .do it all alone. But
it will be through .me· that it is ..accomplished."
' '-All right, miss. ·'Your'e certainly welcome to
go with us. I mean by that, of course, if Young
•
•
Wild West is willing." ·
"I certainly couldn't tell her to remain behind
if she insists on going, Sheriff- Grover," and. the
boy smiled in a satisfied way. ·"Arietta usually
knows what she is doing, and w.hen she wants to·
do a thing -she usually has her ow.n way about it,'

too."

.

"I wouldn't go if I were you, Arietta," thei
scout's wife spoke ~P in a coaxing way. "l
should think you -would be. satisfi.ed with what you
have already done ·this day. If it had .not been
· :(01· you this morning, things .might . have gone ·
entirely different, and we all probably would;have
suffered."
"You think that way, eh, Anna?'; and· Wild's
sweetheart laughed ·lightly. "All right . ..But you ·
must remember what I just .said now. I am going
to round up the Trail Thieves."
"Anna, there is no use in trying to persuade
her to do ·anything different," Eloise said\ shaking her head. "But I'll stay here with you, for
I think we are perfectly safe in the hotel."
"You surely will be safe enough here, Eloise,"
·J im Dart said, as he stepped over and smiled at
his sweetheart. "I think it advisable that you do
so. Stay right here until we come back. Arietta
insists on going, so you know what that means."
"Oh, yes. When she insi.sts on a thing it has ·
to be that way. She'll go, and I haven't the least
doubt that she'll come pretty near doing as she
say s she will."
That settled it, a nd everybody seemed to be perfectly satisfied. Wild and his partner s went on
out with the sheriff, and a few minutes later the
horses were saddled a nd at the door. Then
.Arietta buckled on h er belt, a nd, picking up her,·
rifle, waved her b and to Anna and Eloise, and
said:
"Now then, girls, don't get the least bit
alarmed. We'll be back in time for supper, I ,
CHAPTER IX.-Arietta's Round-up.
hope. You must remember that · it isn't a .very,
It wa s only a few minutes after Big Gus left long ride to the , place where the outlaws have,
·
the room whe:r;i another knock came to the door. thefr hiding place."

~
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It was but natu:raL that quite a crowd $hould
be asseinbied · to see the sheriff and his' friends
ride away, for Grover had .given it out in t~e barroom that he was. going· to try and get- Young
Wild We.s t and his paFtners to_go with him to g et
the leader of the Trail Thieves. There was much
hurrahing as the little party rode away, Ariett.i
receiving cheer after cheer, -which she acknowledgetl by a simple wave of the hand. . They had
scarcely disappeared around a be.n d. ip the -road
· when Hop Wah came · riding out on his piebald
cayuse.
"Me go to ketchee um Tlail Thieves, too, so be,"
he shouted to the crowd, and then there was another cheer.
But Hop took pains not to overtake those ahead
of him, and contented himself w ith -following at
a distance of nearly a quarter of
mile behind.
While our hero. had not figured on .doing anything
particular that afternoon, he really thought the
· sheriff's .suggl!Stion a . good one, and bent upon
winding the thing up as soon as possible, he rode
on. They were in no particulap hurry, and when
they reached the commencement of t_he narrow defile, it was g etting well towAr d night.
"Wea, Young Wild West," the sheriff ,said, as
they came to a halt, "this stage-coach is due to gv
through here in about half an hour· from f!OW,
an' that's one reason why I thought .we ·oughter
come a long here.-''
"Do you have an idea that Pearson would make
anot her hold-up, sheriff?" the young deadshot
asked.
'
·
·
"Well, I don't know about that. But you have
seen what kind. of a feller he is. You have had
him twice now, n' be got away both times. There
ain't no teUin' what he might do. I was thinkin'
that m aybe he ain't got no idea that you know
wher e t hat hidin' place is, an' even if· he don't
_ come out to interfere with the st a g e-coach we
might git him, anyhow "
"Yes, that's r ight, too. I was thinking of com-.
ing over here after dark. I know just the way
to get in an<_i out of the hiding place, and l' could
do it just as well after dark as I could now. It's
a little more risky in the daylight. for it's in a
hollow, as I've already told you, and the ·light
-comes fro.m overhead while you're going through
the passage. But," and the young deadshot gave
a nod of determination, "we'll go jn there, anyhow. You and I will go, and the rest remain
here until we find out just ilow the land lies."
While this might not have been altogether satisfactory to Cheyenne Charlie, he said not a word,
tor he was always ready to do exactly a s t hfl
young deadshot said or suggested. Arietta r eally
wanted to go, too, but like the scout, she gave in
to the superior judgment of the dashing' young
leader of the p arty. Jim, of course, was satisfied
to anything._ That was his way, and he always
made it a point to be satisfied, not showing by the
least word or sign that he was not. · Leaving
Arietta. Charlie and Jim at the commencement of ·
the defi.le, Wild and the sheriff rode on until the
boy knew they must be within about a -couple of
hundreii feet of the hidd~ entrance to the retreat,
~nd then dismounting, tne horses were hidden behind some rocks, and the boy said :
. ''Now then, sheriff, I want you to go along
~ghty ca:reful. . We ,have a . pretty shrewd custqmer to deal . with. Jack Pearson. certainly is a
Yery clever sc~undiel. The·.fact that-he_- has been
....,,

a
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able to deceive you -and. everyone about Bo-qlder ·
as Jim, the gambler, shows conclusively that he
must be handled with kid gloves."
"I'd like to handle with him my bare hands,"
the sheriff answered, shutting his teeth hard toi
gether.
"Yes, I know you · would. But you have ·g ot to
look out for ·him. That's plain English."
"All right. You jest lead the way. · I'll be
mighty careful, an' I'll guarantee you that no
matter what happens I won't turn tail. · I don't
care if he steps right afore me when I ain't expectin' it. I'll shoot, or die tryin' to do it."
"All right, but don't get the least bit excited.
Now then, come on, and I'll show you the way t.o
get into the hiding place of the Trail Thieves."
The young deadshot then walked on through the
pass, .keeping a sharp lookout ah.ead. They were
within about thirty feet of the spot, when suddenly they heard. a sound which told both tha-t
somebody was very close to them . . As quirk as- a
flash Wild seized the· sheriff .by the-axm and pulled
him behind a rock that was conveniently close by;
He was not a se:cond too soon, for the next moment Jack Pearson and his five men rode down
the bank upon the trail. Wild had to hold tlie
sheriff bacR. for the man was so excited that- he
might have-opened fire upon the scoundrels if ndt
prevented. Watching· the villains closely as they
paused and looked up and down the trail, Wild
decided that they were up to something.
"Now then, sheriff, you go on '1>:ick and tell the
rest to come on. I am going to follow these fel~
lows and .find out what they are up to. It looks
mighty much as if they intend to hold up some0
body, antl the fact that the stage-coach is due
pretty soon would make it appear that they mean
to stop it. There's nothing surprising in anything
that a fellow like Pearson would do. Do just' as
I say now, and don't get excited."
,,
"All right. I'll certainly do as you say, Young
Wild West . You have got the coolest head reve:rseen anyone ·have. I'll go back !J.n' tell your
pards an' Miss Arietta to come rig.ht along after
me, an' we'll come mighty careful, too."
"See that you do."
•rhe boy waited· until the sheriff had mounted
and rode on out of sight, and then mounting his·
horse he_proceeded at a walk in the direction the
Trail Thieves h a d taken. Car_eful to keep~ far
enough behind so it. would be impossible for therr. ·
to see him, the boy continued on, and at length
he was fortunate enough to · catch a glimpse of
them as they came to a halt. He leaped to the _
ground quickly and pulled his horse out of sight,
and then peering from behind a rock, he watched
them a s they got behind the .obstruction that
would hide them from the- approaching stagecoach. Wild knew pretty well now that they were going to ma_ke a hold-up. He looked at his watch,
and having been told about the time the stagecoach was due, he was doubly certain_ that they
meant to stop it. It was nearly the time now, and
he feared that the sh~riff might not get back with
the rest before the thing happened. But even if
they dld not he felt that he would be able to cope
witb the scoundrels.
"I'll get Jack Pearson this time if I have to
shoot him!" he exclaimed under his breath.
- Fortunafely it did not take the,~sfteriff long to
get baclc to Arietta. Charlie and Jim .. and when
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Wild finally ·heard just the faintest sounds made
by their horses as they were coming, he slippeq
along, dodging behind the rocks, an'd met them in
time to keep them from being discovered · by the
waiting _villains. He quickly told them wh_a t ~e
had discovered, and the resu.lt was that all dis- ·
mounted and led their horses · swiftly along untff
they got to within ·a hundred yards of the spot
where the six masked villains were concealed. ' He
had barely done this when . the stage-coach came
along. Wild, Charlie and Jim, as welI as Arietta,
had their rifles ready to shoot, but when they saw
that the villains did not offer to harm the driver,
and the three men with him, they bided their
time. They noted everything that took place as
well as they could from the distance, and just as
Wild was thinking of rushing forward to surprise the masked villains, Arietta touched him on
the arm and said:
'•"Wild, I have an idea."
"What is it, little girl?" the boy asked, looking
at her sharply.
·
"Wait I'll bring them right · to you, and then
the roun'd-up ,will be -c omplete."
Then before he could say anything . more, the
girl slipped out from the rocks and began making her way straight toward the stage-coach and
the mounted outlaws. Young Wild West and his
partners had their fingers on the triggers of their
rifles for even though they were almost sure that
the girl would not be harmed by Pearson and his
gang they were not going to take any chances.
Whe~ they heard the girl scream and saw her
ltart running toward them, they kept under cover
and waited to see what the result would be. The
girl had made no mistake. She was simply acting as a lure, aJJ,d she was yet within a hundred
feet of her friends when the six horsemen started
at a gallop after her. Arietta uttered another
scream, as if she was mortally afraid of them,
and then bounded upon a rock and got behind
those who were ready to receive the villains. Up
they dashed, Jack Pearson in the lead.
"Halt!" Young Wild West cried, springing into
view and leveling a revolver at them. "I reckon
we have got you, Pearson."
It was a complete surprise. The masked horsemen reined in their steeds so suddenly that one
of them caused his horse to stumble.
"I told you I would round up the Trail Thieves,
.Wild!" Arietta cried.
,
The sheriff was one of the first to spring out,
and he caught one of the horses by the bridle, at
' the same time pushing the muzzle of his revolver
against the breast of a rider. It was Pear 9on's
horse who had stumbled, and the villain in falling
struck his head heavily against the g,:o~nd, stun- ·
ning him completely, so he w:as out of it for the
time being. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, ?f
course, did their part, and almost before_the vi_llains were aware of it they were pulled from their
horses and disarmed. . Arietta was somewhat excited now, and when she knew it was an assured
fact that the whole gang had been caught, she
ran toward the stage-coach, waving her hat. 1:,he
driver and the three men who had been employed
as guards by the stage-coach company were so
amazed that Hwy were sitting just where they
had been left after Pearson told them to stay
there. But the driver quickly i"1; d"lwn from the
box and ran to meet the girl.

"What does it mean, anyhow, miss.?" · he cr'ied
excitedly.
"It means that. the Trail Thieves have been .
rounded up," was the reply. "What is the matth
with you, anyway?"
·
·
"I don't know what's the matter with me, miss,
but they had us dead to rights, an' I sorter feel
ashamed of myself. They cut the traces and the
harness an' left me sittin' up there with the lines
in my hands. They was jest ready to make me
st art the ' hor~es so they would go on without the
stage an' leave us here."
"Well, just cool down a bit and go ahead and
fix •your harness. I rather think you can make
repairs sufficiently to enable you to get . into
Boulder."
"I reckon I kin, miss. Come on, you fellers,.''.
and the driver, now quite himself again, talked;
sharply to the guards.
The fellow on t}\e box got down, looking very
sheepish, and then it was not long before the
other two got out upon the ground. Then the girl,
turned from them and went back to where Wild
and h4; partners, with the sheriff, had finished
securing the prisoners. Pearson had come to, and
he was cursing and raving at a g~·eat rate. Bu.1:
when Chey~nne Charlie pressed the muz~le of a
revolver against his forehead and commanded
him to cease, he did so. •
"Driver," Young Wild West said, in his cool
and easy way, "I reckon the best thing we can
do is to tie these fellows up aBd pile them into
the stage. The horses can be led on behind. That
will save us the trouble of tying the prisoners to
the horses."
"Anything you say, Young Wild West," was
the reply.
Ten minutes later the six Trail Thieves were
bound hand and foot and packed inside the stage
with the sheriff to _guard them. Then the driver
• with the three guards on top of the vehicle set
out for Boulder. Young' Wild West and his partners, with Arietta, followed, leading the extra
horses. They had not gone more than a quarter
of a mile when they met Hop Wah riding calmly
along and puffing at a big black: cigar.
·
"Whattee mattee?" he asked, as he rode hastily
to them and looked surpri sed. "Maybe me allee
samee too late."
•
"I reckon you are, Hop," the young deadshot.
answered laughingly.
"Allee light. Me no care. But me did wantee
helpee. Me stoppee lillee while ago to takee lillee
smokee. Len me havee lillee dlink of. tanglefoot,
and waitee."
The trip back to Boulder was made in due time,
and then it was not long before Pearson and the
rest of the Trail Thieves were securely lodged in
the j a il. Then the sheriff certainly lorded it over
the population in general. He went about among
them, talking rather proudly, but never forgetting
to gi'\;_e the credit to Young Wild _W est and
Arietta, the girl, especially. Having settled the
business with the Trail Thieves, our f:riends rode .
over to Windy Flat the following day. But there
was nothing there to ·make them interested, SO',
' they soon set out in search of further adventures.
Next week's issue wili contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE PAWNEE PALEFACE; OR:
THE OLD HUNTER'S SECRET."
.
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FAST MAIL FRANK
THE BOY ·ENGINEER

Or, Railroading in the Wild West
By DICK ELLISON
A . Serial Story
CHAPTER VII.-( Continued)
The widow put on· her eyeglasses and rea d the
paper slowly. A · deep silence en~ued ·for a few
moments, · and then Frank saw his mother t u rn
deathly white, a suppre!,sed cry of alarm escaped
her lips, and she fell back in her ·chair, gasping:
" Oh, F r ank, . whatever shall I do?"
"Mother " cried the young engineer in alarm;
as he spra~g· to her side and bent over her, "what
is the matter now?"
·"A dispossess warrant!!.' ,;he plied ho lding up
the paper.,
,
·
· " But I th ought Dan owned this cottage?".
· "So did I, Frank. At least. I knew there was a
small mortgage."
·
• " L et me see that paper," and- he to~k it from
her trembling hand.
, At one glance he saw - that the act iott was
brought by Simon Despard to f or eclose a onethousand-dollar mortgage and put Dan O'H~ra
out of the house ior non-payment. An angry
frown gathered upon the boy's brow, and he t urned fie1·cely upon the stranger and demanded:
"What· is the ·meaning of this outrage, sir"?"
The man smiled grimly and shrugged hi s shoulders.
•
" Y ou can s-ee," he an swered, coolly.
·
. "Do you mean to tell me that" Dan O'Hara knew
this was ccm-ing?" a sked the boy. "Do you mean
to say he iailed to pay off t his mortgage?" ·
"Dot is vot I mean."
"And you represent Despard "?''
"I va s his attorney."
For an instant Frank could hardly speak; but
finally b e recovered his composure and said, pa,;sionately:
·
" I don't believe in this. I am sure it's a r ank
fraud. Dan was the soul of his honestly. He told
me he paid ,off this mortgage only a week ago."
"Den brove it. Sh'ow me der receipt."
.
"Mother, haven't you got it?"
"No, Frank. I never sa it."
"It must be here. We shall find it. This i s some
evil game of Despard's. He is a villain. His ras- cality is public property. fu has don_!! this · to get
revenge on me. As for you, sir--"
"Well," snarled the mal'l in ~ar different tones,
as he tore off his false beard and wig. "As for
me, what?"
"Despard!" d ied Frank in wila amazement, a ~
he staggered back from the now undisguised villain. "You here?"
"Yes, and I'm · going to see justice done, you
y oung murderer!"
"Murderer! What do you mean?"
·' "I mean that you shot Dan O'Hara in the cab
of his engine!" cried the man, fiercely. "I've got a
witness to l)rove it. The evidence is in the hands
of· the palice. Your lying account of the old engi-

') ?
-·•

neer's death is too improba ble. Nobody believes it.
I have taken it upon myself to see you brought fa
the gallows."
.
As ·he spoke he rushed to the door and flung it
open.
"Officers," he called, "come in ai:id do your
duty!"
Into the room stepped two policemen. They
seized Frank. and Joe recoiled.
"You are my prison~r!" exclaimed on e of the
young engineer's captors, "charged by . this gentleman , w ith having ' ,:nurdered your fost er
father!"
CHAP TER VUI.

r

·Accussing the Ac<;u ser .
Frank turned pale, and a wild shriek of alari
burst from the widow's ljps as she •r ushed fol'· Ward, crying,, frantically: ·
·
•
"No! No ! Th e charge is false! That boy is ·
innocent! He never killed his fcister-father. It'!!
an infamous lie ! It's ·a lying charge, trumped Uii ,
by you, Simon Desr 'olrd, to get the lad in trouhle
for cutting you cu~ of the affections of . Jennie .\
Carter!''
·
·
"Shut up, woman t" snarled Despard. "You can
prove nothing against me, and I'll have the Jaw.,
on you, t oo, if you ain't careful of what you s ay.·,
Sta nd back there- and let the officers do their ;.
duty." •
.
.•
"Frank!" she sobbed. and tears 1·an down h e~'
furrowed cheeks as she held her arms out ilnplor- :
ingly toward the boy.
The young engineer held up his hand.
''Mother," he exclaimed, "have no fea1:."
" Oh, my boy~ my boy! Say you are innocent!M ·
"Innocent?" he asked. with a faint smHe. ''Cai, .
you believe otherwise?"
"No ! No!" A thousand. times no!"
"Des pard," exclaimed. Frank. in terrible tone1;,
"I see through your game."
i
.
"Officers, do your duty!" hissed the villain, int errupting him.
"Wait!" said Frank, with dignity. "I shall g,,
peacefu lly, gentlemen. See ·here, De!'< paTd, why
don't you come here like a man? Why did ynn
play the part of a sneak anq d-isguise yourse]-i- ~
Why did you trump up that he about a moi:tgag~
being overd~ ?"
The man gave him a cold, angry look and. retorted:
"To catch you ·unwares I disguised mysPlf. I
fi rst wanted to get my' mortgage mon_ey . Th·en l
intenoed to turn you over to the police. H ad I not
worn a disgui se, I would have got no money, if
you had it, and I could not have trapped you s1t
-easily. Y ou !l}ay hav:e gulled the Bison City- authorities and the l)eople on . y,our train into believing that ridiculous lie abo11t O'Hara having beea
shot by a man on Indian Rock as the t r ain rushed by but you didn't fool me."
At that moment th_P, street door , which ha<t
been ajar, flew open with a crash, and every on,.
glanced around i n sur pr ise. In th e door\\'a y sto C)i
Jennie Carter . The moment Despar d .·aw her h ''i
sallow face -assumed a star tled expression, ·and he
yelled at "the policemen:
"Why don't you take him to jail?"
The policemen started · towai·d the door wita

•
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Frank, . when Jennie rushed in with her hand bul11!t in his brain. And I, Mr. Despard, , can
swear in any court..,.t hat Frank never injured his
·raised and cried:
.
father, and that Dan died from xour assassin's
"Hold! I have a word to say here!"
.
The policemen paused and glanced at he1· in bullet."
Despard glared at the stowaway like a wild
surprise.
.
.
"What have you got to do with this case?" beast. But he assumed a crafty smile and said! '
"So you are an accomplice of this young scounsnapped Despard. '
"I have the evidence to prove that F-r ank is drel, are you? I'm glad you admitted it. We'll arinnocent of - the foul charge you have brought rest you, too, then. Officers, seize this self-con•
against him-evidence that will convict you1 Si- fessed criminal!"
One, of the policemen grabbed Joe by the collar.
mon Despard, of being the one who hired an as"Resist and I'll club you!" he exclaimed.
sassin to murder Dan O'Hara!"
"Oh, I'm only too anxious to go with Frank,"
The villain gave a violent start and turned
yellow, whil~ a fierce expression leaped from his· was Joe's careless reply. "An' if our evidence in ·
court don't send old Despard ter prison fer life '
dark eyfS. •
I'm no prophet."
·
"You are insane!" he exclaimed.
"Am I? I defy you to prove it. Listen to me,
"We must be going," said one of the office1·s,-im·
sir, and I'll show •you that I am not boasting. I patiently.
,_as sitting behind you and Big Bill Bragg in the · "Jennie," exclaimed Frank, "will you remain•J
train yesterday and ove;rheard every ·word you ut- with mother? See, she has fainted . This cruel
'
tered. I heard you declare that you drugged the scene · was too much for her."
"Yes," replied the girl, bravely. "I'll stay. I
· wine dran_k by Mr. Livingston and the two railroad directors. l heard how you paid Tony the am well acquainted, with he1·, F rank. It was to
Greaser to emplo a boy to put dynamite in the give her my sympathy I came, afte1· hearing
,;
coal in the tender of Old 24 locomotive. I heard · about_ her husband's sad death."
"Heaven bless you, Jennie. Good-by. Don't wor- '
you declare that if M1·. Livingston rode on that
train, and the dynamite failed to do its deadly ry. I'll get out of this scrape all right."
work, you would have Mustang Kelly at . Indian
"Oh, Frank!" she moaned, and then she burst
Rock to shoot the engineer to delay the train. If into tears as the officers led the boys out of tl.i.e
.
that failed, Bragg was to rip up the rails at Rocky cottage, followed by Despard.
Down the street the officers marched their pris-'
Hill to w:reck the train. Ha! You start! You
oners, and a crowd rapidly gathered and followed
show youi· guilt-"
·
"It is false!" hoarsely cried the rascal, who now them. Frank's cheeks :flushed with shame.
It was mortifying to him to be dragged through
realized that his villainy was exposed.
"Of course you will deny it!" snee1·ed Jennie. the public street by a policeman, and he felt it
"But your evil plahs went wrong. Mr. Living- keenly. As they turned into the main thoroughston and his friends recovered. They rode on this fare an elegant carriage and team c~me ~long,
boy's train. The boy who was to ptU the dynamite _a nd in the vehicle sat Mr. Livingston and George
in the coal refused to do the horrible dee\!. But Miller, the attorney fo1· the railroad. The moMustang Keily shot the old engineer. Then Frank ment the old gentlemen caught view of the prissprang to the throttle. He drove the 'engine to oners he gave a great start; an expres sion of
Rocky Hili. I had been followed and was made wild' amazement crept over his featui-es, and he
captive by Bragg, but escaped and ran to the sta- called to his coachman to stop. He leaped out of
tion in time to throw open the switch to save the the carriage and hurried over to the officers.
fast mail from destruction. Mr. Livingston reach"Hold on, the1·e !" he exclaimed, sternly. "Offied Bison City in time to be re-elected president of c<::rs, what is the meaning of the arrest of my employess ?"
the Midland Pacific and baffle you!"
"All lies! AU lies!" panted Despard, furiously.
The policemen saluted him respectfully, for he
"I tell the truth!" cried the girl, pointing an ac- was the. greatest dignitary in Newtown, and they
·cusing finger at him, "and, Simon :Qespard, -I knew him.
"Frank O'Hara .is charged with having shot
brand you a murderer! I brand you ~ the wretch
who is responsible for the death of Dan O'Hara, his foster-father in the cab· of his engine last
nigh~, sir."
·.
the old engineer!"
.
"Prove your char ge!" sneered Despard.
"Indeed! And who swore out t4e warrant?"
, "My wore! in court will be as good as yours."
"Simon Despard, sir."
.
"The law requires proofs, or cfrcumstantial evi"What! That scoundrel? Did he have the audence that cannot he disputed. I defy you to bring dacity to charge this boy with a crime for which
ei'.ther against me. Without such proof your base he himself is responslble? It was a bold move to
· charge would not hold good for five minutfs."
throw suspicion from himself upon an innocent
Joe sprang ·in front of him and shook his fist party, but it won't work in this case."
"It isn't for me to pass judgment, sir."
in the man's face.
"No, I suppose not. Here, all•four of you get
"Hold on, there, yer fiend!" he shouted. "Don't
be too sure of yerself! What -that ther gal says into my carriage so we can get rid of this howling
• mob, and we'll drive to the police station."
is true!"
Frank gave the old gentleman a grateful
''.What have you got to do with the case?" Desglance, and they all entered the big carriage and
pard yelled. at him.
"This much!" cried Joe. "I am ther feller Tony were rapidly driven away: Reaching the police
the Greaser hired ter put ther dynamite in ther station,the charge was made, and then the boy
coal. I kin prove it, too. I was in ther cab with was taken to court, while Joe was discharged, as
Frank and his father when that ~here cowardly no one appeared to press a complaint against him.
shot was fired frofn Indian Rock. I seen it fired. At court Mr. Livingston's powerful influence was
I seen old Dan fall dead ter ther cab floor with a felt, for he had Frank examined and put under
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bonds, which the old gentleman promptly furnish- · me up. Lcok at my face. By ther time he finished
ed; then all hands left the place. Despard did not ther train was gone."
materialize. He had vanished the moment he saw
"Did the girl's abductor buy tickets?"
Mr. Livingston appear. While riding away with
"Sure he did, an' ·when ther cab drove- off,' I
the railroad president •and his attorney, Frank asked ther ticket agent where he bought ticket ~
gave a detailed account of all that is known to fer, an' he said :Q_ead Man's Ranch."
the reader.
"Good for you, Joe! At least, we know where
she was takRn to, and if there's any earthly show
to tave her, I am going to do it."
"I don't see how yer kin run yer locomotive an'
CHAPTER IX.
do that, too."
- "Well, I know a way," answered Frank, grimly.
The Masked Man.
"Come on down to the depot. It's useless to tel,
When Frank returned home an hour later his the Newtown police. They can't do anything to
mother was ove~joyed at his release; and after he help us, pard. Did you recognize her abductor?"
explained how the railroad president stood by
"No. If it was old Despard, he was so well disguised that I didn't reckernize him. What time
him, he asked her:
do we start?"
- "But where is Jennie?"
"Isn't she with you?" asked the widow in sur- - "At 5 :05," replied Frank, glancing at his
prise.
·· .
.
watch.
·
"With me? Why, no. How could she be?" •
They hurried to the depot and met Phil San, "But you sent for her, didn't you?"
ders, the superintendent."No, ir.deed. What made you think I did,
"Say, Frank," he laughed, "I've had a funny
mother?"
experience. Mr. · Despard to-day told me to dis"Because half an hour ago a cab drove up to charge you, and I was, of course, going to do so,
the door, and the driver came in w~th a note for as he is a big stockholder and one of the direcJennie. She read it aloud. It w;.is from somebody tors. But I told Mr. Livingston about it, and he
at the police station, saying you asked him to countermanded Despard's order. And of course I
write it for you, and it asked her to get in the cab had to obey the president, as he is a bigger digniand come to you at once, as her evidence might tary than Despard. So, you see, you've been disget you out of prison. She immediately put ,on her charged and reinstated to-day all .inside of about
hat, and, going out, she got in the cab and was ten minutes."
.,.
driven away."
"Despard swore he'd have me fired," replied the
For a moment Frank'.s blood ran cold.
boy. "But as the president is my friend, I guess l
"It .was a rank forgery!" .he cried. "I never
little to fear from the cur in future. He'll be
• caused such a no(e to be written. Mother, it must have
furious when he learns that his order was vetoed."
be some of Despard's villainy. He loves Jennie,
The two boys hurried over to the roundhouse, _
and she rejected him. And he now fears her evi- and, getting aboard of Old 24, they quickly got
dence may convict him. He must have trapped her in running order. Just as she as coupled onto
her and spirited her away so she could not go the train the post-office official who brought the
against him in court. I must notify the police at mail down paused beside the cab.
once. Do you know anything about the cab she
"Frank," said he, "have you heard about the
went away in?"
.
·
"Oh, this is dreadful!" groaned _Mrs. O'Hara in hold-up on the Union Pacific and the loss of the
' alarm. "The poor child! What ever shall we do mail bags this morning? The papers are full of
to save her, Frank? It was Barney Fagin's cab. it."
"Why, no," z•eplied the boy. "Who did it? Did
You know him, don't you?"
, "Yes. He hangs out down at the station. I'll go they capture the thieves? Did they make much of
down and see if he h; there. Then I'll go and a haul?"
notify the police. Where is J°oe? Hasn't he come
"It was Big Bill Bragg's gang," replied the
mail agent. "The villains escaped, but they seback yet?"
cured several mail pouches."
"I haven't seen him."
"Well, I won't be back tiH to-morrow, mother,
"Then the post~office authorities fear they may
as I've got to take my engine out at 5 :05, you tackle· this line?"
·
know," and the boy kissed her good-by and h~ r"Exactly. We've put an · extra guard in the
ried away.
mail-car armed with Winchesters. If Bragg's
Just as he reached the gate he met Joe coming gang happens to attack your traii;1, you can bet
in all out of breath and his face looking as if he there will be something doing."
had been engaged in a prizefight.
"I don't want to brag," said Frank, "but today
"Joe," he gasped, "Jennie--"
I bought a revolver, and if any of those outlaws
"I know all about it," replied the stoker, mter- should
tackle me they'll get stung."
rupting him. "I came back in time ter see her enThe post-office agent laughed and walked away.
ter a cab in which there sat a man. He clapped
A few minutes afterward the locomotive went
a handkerchief over her face, and ther poor gal
puffing out of the depot, and soon ~fter that was
seemed ter fall asleep."
speeding down the main line.
"Drugged!"
Joe, under Frank's instruction, was now be"I guess she was, Frank. I uan after ther cab,
but it went fast an' reached ther depot ahead of coming an 1µepert locomotive stoker, and had masme. Ther guy got -out and carr'ied Miss Jennie tered the main points about his work.
aboard of a train; I tried ter foller, but ther cabdriver interfered, an' we got into a scrap. He di4,
.'\ -(To Be Continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FIRST QUARTZ WINDOW
The first clear fµsed quartz window glass ever
made will be used in the sun-room of the JohnsHopkins Hospital at Baltimore, Md. It excels
ordinary window e:lass in that it transmits ultraviolet or healtl)-giving rays.
COW BONES FOR MAH-JONG
Three carloads of shinbones from cows slaughtered at a Chicago packing plant have been
shipped from Galveston to China, where they will
be used in the manufacture of Mah-Jong sets.
OPERATION ON LION
A veterinary lanced and treated a big boil that
·had developed between the eyes of one of the lions
in the Hamburg, Germany, Zoo. The attendants
feared trouble, but the lion submitted quietly to
a fifteen-inch incision, suffered the veterinary to
clean ,the wound and when released quietly resumed its cage life.

REDWOOD TREE IS PAD LOCKED; HARBORED CALIFORNI A STILL
For harboring an illicit liquor still, a redwood
tree in the far reaches of Humboldt • County
Northern California. has been padlocked.
'
Prohibition Agents W. R. Paget and James
Falin discovered the lawbreaking tree six miles
from Dyerville. It 'is a redwood 24 feet in diameter. A hollow chamber in its base concealed a
fifty-gallon still, running at full blast.
Kerosene was used as fuel, and the slight smoke
di sappeared through a fiue amid the foliage. Entrance to the chamber was concealed by a canvas
painted to resemble the bark of the tree.
The "t,adlock" is a notice on the side of the
tree warning all that the tree is in the hands of
the law.

LAUGHS
"Among the Quakers," said Miss Wise, "I believe the men wear their hats in church." "How
ridiculous!" exclaimed Miss Gidday. "As if any
Olle could possibly be interested in men's hats I"
Jaggles--Do you think there will ever be anv
radical change in the style 9f men's hats? Waggles-Not unless somebody invents a hat that will
cover the bald spot on the back of the head.
"Hey, boy!" Where's your brother?" "In the
barn, shoein' horses." "Where's your mother?"
"In the back yard, shooin' chickens." ·"Where's
your father?" "In the hammock, shooin' flies."
De Lush-McSos h told Dr. Weise that he experienced great difficulty in walking, and asked
him what he could take. Von Stoo-What did the
doctor advise--wate r? De Lush-No-a taxi.
"George, .I saw that Singleton woman to-day
carry,ing the silk umbrella that she borrowed from
me at the club card party." "Why didn't you ask
her for it?" "I was just going to, when I remembere.d that I borrowed it from Mrs. Trumper."

ELECTRICIT Y GENERATE D BY CLOUDS
OF SUGAR
"Common . politeness should teach men to give
Investigating the ignition of factory dust, it
has been found that sugar clouds stirred up _in • up their seats to a lady at all_times." "Oh, I don't
the air may become positively charged with eleo- know. How about the man who paid $90,000 for
tricit_y up to 10,000 volts While most of this is his seat on the New York Stock Exchange? I
lost 'by silent discharge, there may be sparking guess he wouldn't give it up to a lady i:o a hurry."
,ind ignition, favored by ozone formation. Oxygen is strongly absorbed by some organic parti"Billy Green's nothing but a coward." "Is h~?"
cles, the oxygen being ozonized with the formation "Yep. I called him a coward right
his face, I
also of nitric oxide, and the heating and spark- aid, an' he didn't dast say nothin'." to"Then
he is
ing may suffice to ignite the dust ..
a coward." "You bet he is. An' the next time 1 r
call him a coward I'll say it, right out loud •so's
BIRDS THAT BUILD PLAYHOUS ES
he can hear it."
Some birds, like all children, like to play, and
Australia and New Guinea produce the "bower
A little girl was being put to bed one summer
bird," which builds regular playhouses. These night, and after she had said her prayers her
houses are not a part of their nests, but are con- mother kissed her good-night, and said: "N:ow
structed usually in the shape of covered arch- go to sleep dear. Don't be afraid, for God's
ways of little boughs two OJ' three. . feet long, angels are watchffi.g over you." In a short time
eighteen inches high and about as wide ... They ,while the mother and father were at tea, a smalf
use these houses simply for their games, as if they _voice from upstairs was heard "Mammal" "Yes
were clubhouses. Generally these playhouses are little one. What is it?" "God's angels are buzzina
decorated with bright colored shells and feathers. around, and one's bitten me!"
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sleepy town, so far from the bustle and strife . of
the busy cities, that it seemed like another world.
The dwellings were old, and t>f a fashion to be
__._
found in none save the more ancient of England's
country villages.
The following is a story of the gang of BrockThe only public house was an ·ancient "inn,'1
way;, the countafeiter, as told me by a friend of which had stood since the days of the dashing
mine-a veteran of the United States secret ser- gentry of the King's Highway; and as I arrived
· vice, told in· his own words:
.
before it and glanced up at the faded . sign of a
William E. Broekway is the most notonous portly personage with an exceedingly rubicund
. counterfeiter of modern times, and he has been face, which was supposed to be a representation
~ery successful for fully thirty years; but during of a former proprietor of the ancient hostelry,
that time he has twice been arrested. tried, con- , and, noting the watering-trough under the sign
victed, and served two terms of imprisonment. He before the tap-door, I could not help thinking
was in Chicago during Jim Doyle's trial. Since that only a dashing horseman like Claude Duva,l,
Doyle was tried :Brockway has not been·here.
Dick Turpin, or some other gallant robber, was
Brockway was ai-rested n the fall of 1880, for wanting to complete the picture; and just at that
counterfeiting United States bonds, but he made moment I should have thought it exceedingly
fel·ms with "the powers that be," and upon his proper if one of the old-time knights of the road
surrendering his plates and tools he was liberated • had ridden up and watered his horse before the
under a s·u spended sentence. foster, one of the door of "The King's Own," as the inn was christgang, makes his home at Colorado Springs, Col., ened.
and this summer he was in ,Chicago most of the
But no jolly highwayman appeared. Tlie door
time, while his wife was living in Kewanee, Ill. of the house opened, and a portly personage, who
· The detectives were watching him all sum~ex, announced himself as Peter Petrick, the host of
and we were pretty well posted as to what he was the King's Own, escorted me into the hostelry. I
up to. Foster joined Brockway and Lew Martin had provided myself with a couple of hand samplein Brooklyn in September.
cases such as commercial travelers in the notion
Foster is a brother-in-law of Jim Doyle, who line carry, and this was the character which I had
was caught in October, 1881, and sentenced to chosen to represent on this occasion.
twelve years in the Chester .Penitentiary. That
I had a juicy steak and a .pint of old ale, and
- man really had two hundred and four thousand was sm9king a cigar in the tap-room, gossiping
dollars in United States bonds on his person when with my somewhat talkative host, in the hope of
. l "pinched" him.
Jt is of a man called Jed Bronson, who was at picking up some information regarding the busi•
ness which had brought me to Clenning, when
one time the engraver of th e gang, of which I am my assistant, the officer from Scotland Yard, came
. .going to relate a little story, and one which, for in. When we left London-as we did in company,
6bvious reasons, will develop themselves as I pr-0- though I didn't say so--we agreed not to seem acceed, I do not often tell.
quainted when we reached our destination. Brad• Our agency was hot on the trail of th e gang, wood was attired as a country merchant, and he
th
th
and our investigations tieveloped
e fact
at 1·epresented himself as a wool buyer. Gentlemen
Jed B:rol)son was at work for the gang in Engh
d th
·
f
WJ.d ,· that is to say, he did the engraving thete w O foIlowe
e occupation
purchasing what
•
ch
prompts
the shearing of the sheep, were won.t to
nd
end the counterfeit government bo s, whi
he make a pilgrimage to this part of the country at
made a speciality of, were struck across th e water this time each year, as Mr. Bradwood had inform-.
and smuggled to the gang in this country in a ed himself.
way we could not detect.
I )Vas detailed to c:ross the pond and track Mr.
That afternoon we took a walk about the plac<.',
Bronson down. It was my object to secure his and we shadowed the post-office when the mail
plates, as well as himself, as :without them his con- came in, but no man answering the description of
· 'liction, backed as he V(as by money; would be an Bronson was seen, though a very pretty llJ;tle
exceedingly difficult matter.
·
woman, as plump as a partridge, and with a pair
I arrived in Liverpool in May, and proceeded to of as bright eyes and rosy cheeks as ever' made a
London, where I hoped to strike the trail, as a man's heart thump, visited the post-office.
Jetter from Bronson, which had fallen into our • As _she passed Brad"'.ood and myself she favored •
hands before I left ·America, bore the London us with a close sc~ti~y, l!lnd we congratulated
postmark. I spent four weeks in a fruitless searj::h ~>Urselves th~t ou_r d1stmguished appearance had
of the British metropolis, aided bi an expert from unsressed this fair _co~tr¥ damsel.
.
Scotland Yard. Finally I made up my mind that
. A verr pretty girl, said Bradwood to me, ~n ,a
the bird had flown, and I determined to seek him voice which must have reach~d the pretty girl s
elsewhere.
ear's ears, for she turned quickly and bestowed
Just at this time I received the very "pointer" upon us a ravishing smile, '".hile at the same time
I most wanted. This came in the shape of a cable- she blush~d modestly and tripped away .
. gram from New York, and it infyrmQd me that.
"She is charming-a perfect Hebe; and were I
. the department had just· intercepted another let- a single man I should make her acquaintance beter from Bronson, which was ·postmarked "Clen- fore I shook the dust of Chenning from my feet,"
ning, Berkshire, England."
- ,
said Bradford.
1 · You may be sure I did not was'te any more time
It chanced that, at the date of which I am
·in London. Tne very day I received the New York speaking, r was a bachelor, jolly and gay. I there-, ~blegra~ I ,w as en route for Clenning. I reached fore mentally resolved that I would see more of
the town at mid-day, !lnd I was impressed with our divinity of the post-office ere I quitted the vii
the beauty of the country round about the little lage whicp. was her abiding place. That eveniill.!

-Taken-By a Pretty Face
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Bradwood and I conversed about our detective counterfeiter, . At twelve o'clock that night, acwork, and laid our plans for the next day.
cording to the young girl's request, .I was under
We occupied...the back parlor, and several times her window. Promptly she pu-shed aside the lattice
I heard the heavy tread of the . landlord as he and appeared.
•
passed ~he dqor. Next morning after breakfast,
"Thank heaven you have come!" she said .
,, which I to.ok before Bradwood was out of bed, as
I had brought a rope ladder with me, and I
I ,stepped out of the inn with my cigar in my threw it up to her, and in a moment she came
mouth, for a walk and a. smoke, Peter Petrick, · down it, with a heavy satchel in her arms. I took
my host, followed i;ne.
the satchel, and we hurried away.
•
"Hi wants to tell 'e suthin' sir. Hi begs yer
"Where do ygu desire to go? I will serve you
honor's parding, but Hi ov.erheard the 'tother in any way in my power," I said, as I felt her
gent ca11.yer a ho.ffi.cer, hand Hi's got some'at on clinging to my arm and saw her look up trustingly
· me mind," he said, raising .his hand.
· into my face, . while· my .heart beat faster than
"Go ahead and get it off your mind."
usual.
,
•,
• · "Very well, sir; see that house across the way, _ "I want to take the h·ain ,northward which
.the one with the window open?"
reaches here at 12:30. My old aunt seeks to keep
"Yes."
-me a prisoner, so that I cannot obtain possession1
"There be some 'at wrong there, I think."
, :of-an inheritance -which my.father left me. I shall
• <fiow so?" I asked, now .really faterested.
. go to my father's lawyer, and once with him, I
~ 'I'll tell ;e, sir. The:-e be a gal .there nobody. • shall .be safe. Will you aid me?"
1•
knows anything about, and I do think -she be held
."I will. I shalh only be glad to."
against her will. She neve! com.e s_out except an , "Then-- escort me to the -depot, and keep thtl
old hag ~s somewhere behmd. her, and the only secret of· my flight. Upon this card is the addre's~
time sbe 1s s.e en on the street 1s when _she goes to of .my father's lawyer, and I hope -you will cal~
.the post office. The old woman then either walks upon me there." the girl .said.
i
behind the gal or opposite her on the otJ:i~r side of
. Then I told .her my name,_.and she returned the
the street. The girl be a comely one, w1 roses on confidence. It seemed to me that the satchel :wu
.her cheeks, and -bright ~yes enou~h to set the lads terribly heavy, and I so remarked.
of all the country-side m Jove wi' her; but no one
"Y-:es, it contains. so many things.-almost all :m:y
ever.::-gets a chance to ,speak to ·her. She never -personal possessions," said the. girl, witli a little _
· answers a question.
·
· laugh.
·
"Look! Look! T.here ~ he . now I" suddenly
We -i:eached the ·~ot at .last, .. and J "Saw lier
-.cried the landlord of ~he inn.
.
.
. safely on board the train. B_ut I -will not weary
,, I -glanced -:at the window to whi~h he pomted, you with the relation of the foolish things I· said. .
and at the open .casement I saw the face 'Of the ..-. Suffice it to say I kissed her as- we parted so you
very girl whose ~eauty had impressed Bradv.:ood see I progressed very rapidly in my wooing. As
and myself the mght .before. Yes, the mysterious I was returning to the inn two men suddenly'
girl was really the divinity of the post-office; and ·1eaped upon me, and th~n came a blank, as I renow I.remembered that I saw an. old -yvoman- on the ceived a terrible blow on the head and fell face
street' opposite~.t he post-office .building when the downward,- in the deserted street. ~
'
.
girl -passed us.
_
When I returned _. to. c0nsciousness, after a periPresently a small .white hand was thrust · out; od of oblivion of .consideralile length, I found my
.and I saw. a bit of paper flutt~r down upon the .self fa a cellar, securely.bound, and Jed bron'soll,
.g round.beneath it. I glanced up ~d and do~n the the countrrfeitei:, and a man who was a stranger
i;;treet. There was not .a soul m sight, for it was to me, sat watchmg me.
__
,
,
very early, .a!l,d like a iiash .I dart~d across_ the
"Much obliged ·to you ior •escorting ...Mrs• .Bron~
street, and ']llcked ·up the pa:~r which ~a~ heen _ ,gon, to..the depot and carrying tLe very plate$ you
dropped from the wmaow. I conceal,ed it ~n my wanted ·so badly for her. We 'twigged' you when
hand, and. retur?ing to t~E: par~ of the mn, I anc:,l your pal from Scotland Yard first struck the
PE:rused th_e_few Imes of wr1t1~g which were tra('e<l to,yn, an.d yo:u,'ve been taken in by a pr~tty face.
w1t!i a pencil upon the paper ma very neat female Oh, that wife -of mine is a jewel, .and before you
hand.
get free she will be beyond your reach, and so '~ill
"I am a prisoner, guarded by an old woman who we. I must tell you for your satisfaction that I
watches me all the time. Be under my window was disguised as an old woman while here, and .
:· t twelve to-night to aid me, and then I will ex- • you saw me the first night of your arrival when
},lain all. I I met you at post-office last night, and you visited the post-office. Don't you blame the
, f eel that I can trust you. Do not fail a friend- landlord of the King's Own, for he is. innocent of
l<'ss girl." .
any complicity in the job which we put up on you.
Not a word of this did I say to Bradwood or Hereafter, Mr. Detective, don't let a pretty face
f he landlord. Oh, no, I .kept mr. secret, and it
lead you astray; and give my affectionate regards
s::.emed to me that day was a ternbly long one, al- to your pal Bradwood when you get out of this.
though we devoted it to a fruitless sear ch for Ta, ta!" and with a mocking bow Bronso,n and
Bronson.
his compa1;1ion left the cellar, and I was left alone
"The man must have 'skipped' aga in, 1 think," 'bound hand and foot, and gagged so that I could
raid Bradwood, as, somewhat put out at our want make no outcry.
;:,
of success, we discussed the situation ove1· our
I r emained ther e a day and when at last I sue-·
a1e mugs. in the back parlor of the King's Own, ceeded in liberating mysefr, the man I wanted had'
that evemng.
vanish ed as completely as though the earth had
I a greed with him, but just at that moment I ·swallowed him. At last I ran him down, and it'
was thinking more of the pretty fac11 I had seen was niy turn to laugh when I snapped the bracein the window that morning than of Bronson, the lets o- him and he was my prisoner.
·
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·.-INTERESTING. ARTICLES
west of the city. All the year round' fl.ying- above
those trees, silhouetted against the western sky,
birds flock in countless thousands-especially
crows-for it is, besides being the preeminent
cemetery, also from time immemorial the greatest
crow rookerey on, earth.
_
Ever since the advent of the white man, and
how ·many years before that no one knows, those
acres on the banks of the Potomac have been preempted and been the favorite gathering place for
that crafty denizen of the air., the crow. Improvements or the presence of man deters him not.
It is his by rights of discovery and with the Indian
he calls it his own; but unlike the Indian he will
BEARS DEVOUR FIVE MEN.
·
! A dispatch from Nooya, in the valley of t~e not give it up. Just why Jim Crow prefers
Lena . River in Siberia, says that five huntsmen m that particular hillside· when, there are other
that district have been killed and eaten by bears. places. near at hand, that would seem to us.humall'S·,,
A. sixth hunter, who was also attacked by the ani- as being equally attractiv.e, is kno)-VIl only to Jim
·
~als, returned so mauled and lacerated that he and his cohorts. ·
Thei:e is no time of yrnr like the present to
could scarcely tell of the fate which had overtaken
study him in his convocations, because when at
his companions.
• H eavy ·snows and lack of food have caused dusk they gathered from 40 or more miles around,
Bears and other wild animals in many parts of . where they- have gone on their foraging expediRussia to leave their usual haunts this Winter tions, it.' is just lil,e a hugh political convention.
They chatter and "gossip'' with almost human
and approach towns in. search of food.
r
.
•
voice, and indeed, ac.t almost human. Crows can
-----be taught to talk, you know, and_it is not much
. AMASSED FORTUNES BY 'SALE' OF
of a stretch of the imagination to listen to them
TROOPS
tell of their day',s experience. The racket is at
' 'Investigation. into· the manner in which some of times deafening. As many as 40,000 ha-ve been
the fortunes of Germany's former royal houses roughly counted in one of their "conventions"
were acquired, in connection with the question of n~ar the mast ·of the battleship "Maine." · ·
indemnification by itle republic, has disclosed that
For centuries people have been saying_ bad
-German princelings up to the nineteenth century things about the crafty, intelligent ci:ow. Others
had "sold''' 296.166 of their. subjects for $3,750,- have defended him.
000 ' to - E.ngland for army service against the
Up in the Province of Ontario· a heated con·American Colon ies, the French and o' her enemies. troversy is raging- as to whether the well-known
_ Duke Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand of Braunschweig crow does or does not have a right to life, liberty
sent 4,300 .men. to England for $38, a head, it is_ and the 'pursuit of food. Those who are against
disclosed, with an additional indemnity of $22 a . the crow maintain that it eats chiefly song birds,
head. for each man killed in action, three wounded_ chickens, and corn. Those who are in favor of
men to be counted as one dead.
the crow maintain that · it eats ornbore,rs, grassLandgrave Frederick. II of Hesse "sold" 12,000 hoppers,. wire worms:, cutworms, and other noxious
Hessians at $75 a head, with an annual '.' rental" · worms and insects when those are to be found,
fee of $500,000.
indulging in its cannibalistic habits. nterely when
There has been produced a letter from the it can't get the succulent pests. But that is
Landgrave of Hessen-Cassel to Baron Hohendorf, "another story."
his commandin_g officer in the American Colonies,
ArlingtoB rookery is not now so crowded as it
in which the -writer commended the Baron "for was some years past. There has been times when ·
seeing to it that of 1,950 of the Landgrave's p eons the chatter was great enough to d1·own one's
in the Battle of Trenton only 300 escaped alive." , voice. But evil days come upon ~hem-they have
"Be sure to send an itemized statement of the troubles of their own. Nature is ,not always the
losse~ to ,London," the letter continues, "as the gentle deity who arranges all for the. best. The
English Minister wants to pay me for only 1.455 mor e we delve into .wild life the more we learn of
killed. I am entirely dissatisfied with Major Min- the trials of the furred and feathered creatures.
dorf, . who, according to dispatches, succeeded in On several occasions a great epidemic of foup has
sa-ving his battalion of Hessians."
invaded the crowded· city of tl\e crow and carried
off thousands.• And in the exessively cold days
GREATEST CROW ROOKERY ON EARTH the corners of their eyes have been froz·e n renderArlingt on is t11e largest and most 0ea11tifnl <>f - ing them blind, so th&t they starved to -death.
our many National Cemeteries. It lies high Birds ha ve. no eyel~d t'o close over the delicate
above the_ b!V'lks of the Potomac on the Virginia tissues of the eye, but only a thin translucent. sort .
side of the ~iver opposite th P N".ti nnal Capital, of membrane of skin, insufficfont-•to ·protect the
where_-.-its giant forest trees s.hade the_,graves: 'bf'- .eye_-against very- low-1:etttperatures.
,
111.ail);-thotL!qnds of the Nation's heroes. The ·rich..
But no·matteF what befall-st the AP~n
aha~ of'green in.' Sprlttg-- and the gm:geoUK hues-: er.y will no doul;>t be -the• great crow city as,- toneof Autumn form a 'woriarously sky line to the as trees stand on the -beautiful acres. ·
·

ELECTRICAL DINER.
. The "Flying Scotsman," a train that ru:iis ~etween London and E9inburgh, has rece tly ln. stalled a complete electrical kitchen in its. ~ine:,
says Popular Scienc.e Monthly. The electncitY: 1s~upplied by means of a dynamo run by the motion
of the train.
·: Cooking by pressing buttons enable.s t}Ie k~tchen
to occupy the minimum of space, which obv19usly
i.11 of great imp01·tance in diner construction. All
temperatures can be regulated exactly and the
ffitchen kept spotlessly clean.

,
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GOOD READING
THEATRES AND CHURCHES
There are 204,000 churches in the United States
and 24,000 theatres, music halls and concert halls.
RANCHES FOR "DUDES" P AY
"Dudes" from the East have displayed cattle as
the mainstay of many Western ranches, the
Hou~e Public Lands Committee wp.s informed today: · .
_ A "dude 1·anch" proprietor, C. C. Moore of
Dubois, Wyo., said that. vaca~ionists seeking
scenery and recreation were more profitable and
also more easily handled and satisfied than cattle
seeking forage.
BARKLESS DOGS ·
Thoroughly · muzzled "hot dog eclairs" }).ave
made thei r a ppe~rancc at Detroit. First waffle
batter is poured mto a specially constructed gr id
moulded to the shape of a full-grown raw "dog."
As the first t inge of golden brown comE!s over the
batter. the cook dr ops in the canine. Anot her
spoonful of batt er completely-in cases the barkless
barker . ·
BASEBALL FAN
The first use of the expression "baseball fan"
is attr ibuted to Chris Von der Ahe. then owner
of the St. Louis Browns. It is allegec;l that he
called Charles Haas t he greatest fanatic in basebali that he had seen. Newspaperm en began to
call these enthusiasts "fanatics," and in a short
time cut it .down to "fans."
.
BOYS ENLI&TED IN CHINA
A Chinese b oy br iga de is the latest civil . war
anomaly in T sing-t a o. The local commander organized the youngsters with the-'promise of r egular rice rations. Applicants must be more _than
13 vears old. sound and sturdy.
·
The little fell ows in their baggy regimentals do
not appear soldierly, and often are seen playing
hopscotch and other "kid" games.
How they
would be used in repelling the enemy has not developed.

section to have caught and made prisoner a live .
rattler, without having been bitten. One day in
August the little fellow took it into his head to
go up among the hills on a pleasure trip. • He
had no companions with him. The entire region
surrounding Mombasia Lake is wild, hilly and
.c overed with woods, among which are innumerable 110cks. The regiQn is infested with rattlesnakes, blacksnakes and copperheads, as well as
others of the harmless varieties. The only snakes
considered poisonous are the rattlers and copperheads.
·
.
The little fellow was tramping around the rocks
with no special purpose, and suddenly ran across
a large rattlesnake that was lying motionless on
a flat rock near some bushes. Without stopping
to consider the danger of a close ·appr6ach to the
serpent the boy walked cautiously up and seized
it around the body just behind the head. The
snake squirmed and at tempted to 1·elease itself,
_but the boy held on with grit and determination
until the snake coiled itself about the boy's body.
With the snake in that --position the boy walked
back to the village and caused consternation
among the natives when he approached several
that he knew with the snake still squirming about
him and its mouth open to its full capa city.
· When jhe boy was told that he was holding a
deadly rattlesnake in ms hand he suddenly got
alarmed, and would have r eleased his hold had he
not been warned to cling t ight and avoid being
bitten. The snake was final)y secured around the
head and rendered helpless. after which he was
uncoiled and p] a_ced in a lar ge box with a gla_ss
window in it. On making an examination it .was
found that the snake had nine rattles and a button. The snake is still confined in ·'a box, and i3
on exhibition in one of the village, stores. . . ,
'rhe way tbe people account for the boy's escape
is· for the f act that rattlesnakes shed their skins
in Augus t, at which · time. thPv are very stupid
and par tly blind. The lit tle fellow as bar efooted
at the time, and that . mav have saved him. On
hearing the a ccount of th e boy's daring exploit
his mother took him to a doctor to be examined,
thinking he migh t have been bitten on the body,
but she was assured that he -was all right. . .

THROWING SHOES
The custom of throwing shoes after a departing .•
bride and bridegr oom originated so far bacl~ i_n
Enrn Big Mo ney.· W ork hom p or tra ve l. Mnke
the past that it s origin is in doubt . . By s9me 1~ 1s
sPcr<>t Investiga tion s. Fnscin 11tln g work. 11x •
thought to typify an assault. and is a _lmger mg
ce llent () pport111)l ty . . F.iq wr i!'llCP Ull ll PCPSSn'I';-.
trace of the custom of carrymg !he bride away, ·
P nrt iculars fr,-e. W r ite, GEORGE R . WAGfound among savage t :ribes,- by violence. -Ot hers
NER. for mer- Oover n mPnt DPte!'t iYe. 106J
Br~ndwny, Now York.
claim that it has t he li1'-nncss to a .Jewish custom
mentioned in the Bib] . In the Boo~ of ~uth,
when the kinsm an of Boaz gave up his claim to
"Moving Picture Stor!es" ·
the inher itance of Ruth .. a lso. he indica;t~ hi? assent by plucking off his shoe and givmg it to A lV~kly Magazine Devoted to Photoplnys and PJ~y ers
Boaz. Also in Deuteronomy , it is stated that
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
when the "brother of a dead man refused to
n umber contai ns Th ree Stories ot t he Best F llm s
marry his widow she asserted her independence onEach
the ScrE:cn-E legant H alt -to ne Scenes from the Plays
--Interes tin g Ar ticles Ab out Prominen t People i n the
of him by loosing his shoe."

BE A DETECTIVE

CAUGHT A RATTLER BAREHAND ED
.
An 11-year-old- youngster of . Monroe, 9range
County, N. Y., is the first person known m that

F ilm s- Doin gs of Acto r s and Actresses in the St udi o a:: :t
L esso'i1s in Sce na ri o Wri t ing.

ETHEL ROSEMAN, P i.J BLISHER AND EnIToa
219 Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing.

They contain

Valuable Information on Almost
,l.1811 Young: Wllcl West Savecl B:v a Signal; or, Arietta
and the Vanishing Light.
Every Subject.
1181 " Double Suhffle: or, The Celetiratlon at Buckh orn Ranch.
.
· 1Ul2 " Capturing a ChlPf; ' or, Arletta As a Cavalry
No. I, NAPOLEAN'S OBACULUM AND DREAM
Scout.
BOOK.-Contninlng the grent oracle ot human d estiny,
1183 " encl the Lone Capln; or, The Raiders ot the
a lso the trne mPaning of a lmost a n y kincl ot dreams
Gorge
togethf'r wit h charm~. cerPmonips ancl curious games ot
1184 " Trnppecl In a Canyon; or, Arletta's Swing For
f'ftr,1~.
Lite.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRJCKS.-Thc great book ot
1186" At A R edskin Pow-Wow; or, DoQ.med To Die
At The Rtske
mag-ic and carcl tricks, containing fu ll instructions on
a.II l1>ading-cn r d tricks of the day, also tpe most popular
JlM" 11"<1 the Doom '3d Mine: or, Arlettn's Life at
Stake.
mngieal !lluslons as performed by our leading magicians; every boy shonld obtain a copy of this book.
Raclnii: For a Ran ch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
U87
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-Tb e art~ nnd wiles or
1.] 88 .. MarkPd By Mexicans; or, Arleth\ ancl the Senor.
flirtation are fully explainecl by this litt.Je hook. Be1189 " and 'the "Silver Kid," or. The Danrly of the
sl<les
the various methods ot handkerchief. fan, glove,
Gulch.
parasol\ window and hat flirtation, Jt contains a full list
1190 " and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta's Daring F.ls•
of the an.11:unge and •<'ntiment ot 'flowers.
cape
.
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful
Surrounded By Death; or, The Seven Stlcks of
1191
and · lnstructiye book, giving a complete treatise on
Dynamite.
chemistry: also experiments In acoustics, m<'chanlcs,
11.92 " !'1taklng a Claim~ or, Arletta On Guar<I .
mathematics, chemistry. and directions tor making fire•
works, colorl'<l flr<'S, Rnd gas balloons.
1108 " GrPaser Chase : or, The Outlaws of the Borrler.
Swlftglng a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
11l!4
No. 9. HOW TO BE<'OME A VENTRILOQUIST.-Ry
Horses.
.
Harry I<ennNly. Every intelligent boy r eading thle
1195 •. Booming a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened a
book of instructions can master the art, and create a ny
Gold Mine.
amount of fnn for himsPlf nnc1 friends.
nnc:1 the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta ·
No. 10. Ho,v TO BOX - The art of self-defense made
1106
a~ a n Auctioneer.
easy. Containing over thirty illustr ations of guards,
blows, and the <liffprent positions of a good boxer.
1197 " OnPtlng the Outlaws; or, The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
Every bo:v should obtaio one ot thesP u seful and lnstrncti\'e hooks, ns it will tcaeh you how to box with•
1198 " ancl the Treasure ot the Lake ; or, Hop Wab's
out nn instrnctor.
Magic Trick.
No. 11. Ho,v TO ,vRITE LOVE-LETTll: S.-A most
Boss!ng A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
1199
comnlete little book, containing full directions for writBy Ru stlPrs.
ing)Qve- letters, and when to u•e thPm, giving specimen
1200 " Trapplnir the R edskins; or, The Last Raid ot
letters fllr younir and olcl.
Crazy Horse.
No. 13. H OW TO no IT; OR, BOO« OF E TI1201 " ancl the Cave Gang; or, Arletta's Desperate
QUETTE.-lt is n great life secret, and ono that every
Shot.
young man cleslres to know all about. There's happi1202 " Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck n Grizzly
ness in it.
Rrougflt.
No. 15, HOW TO BEdOME RICH.- Thls won<lerful
1203 " Elected a Chief: or. · Arietta and the Papo()se.
book presents you with the mrnmple an<l life experience
or, The Rluff 'l'hat
1204 ° and "Stlnirer .Jack";
of some of the most notPd and wealthy men In the
Wouldn 't Work.
world. For those who aspire to fam<' and forhmr, this
hook will give you the secret.
J200 H and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After Bl&
'
Game.
No. 16. HOW TO · KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.1206 " Giving It Strai1?h t; or, The Worst Camp ot All.
Containing full instructions for constructing a window
1207 " Gunning for Conmen; or, Arletta nnd th<>
garden either in town- or countrv. and the most apGreaser Ruffians. .
proved metho<ls for raising beautiful flowers at home.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full i)lstruc•
1208 " Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a
ntllllon.
tion In the art of dre-..lng an<l appearing well at home
and abroad, giving tne selections of colors, material,
1209 " Baffling Death: or . .Arletta and the Chasm.
and how to have them made up.
'
1210 " and the RecklE·ss R egulars; or, Saving a Companv of Cavnlry.
No. 18, HOW TO BEOOME BEAUTIFUL.-One ot
1211 .• "Busting" a Show; or, Arletta and the Actr~ss.
the brightest and moet valuable little books pver given
to the worlrl. E\'erybod:v wishes to know how to be1215 " Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle
Bar.
come beautiful. both male and .female.
No, 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Eve ry
1212 " and the Bronrho Boss; or, Catching a Crafty
boy should know how inventions origfnate<l. This book
Cattlenll\n.
explains them nil, giving examples in elPctrlcft y, hy1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The .Joke That Mad~ n
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics. etc.
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